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ABSTRACT

The study of signalling pathways within mammalian physiology has long been hindered by the size of the players involved, being far beyond the realms of the conventional light microscope. The advent of advanced fluorescent imaging techniques has revolutionised our capabilities to probe biological processes.

The work in this thesis particularly utilised Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), a fluorescence-based technique that can provide functional readouts of the processes underlying cellular function. Specifically I worked to develop and optimise a fluorescence imaging system for investigating the dynamics and function of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), a ubiquitous second messenger.

The neuroscientific study of how the brain can learn and recall memories is a rapidly advancing field. The current challenges of tackling dementias, such as Alzheimer’s disease, and preventing memory loss can only be addressed through better understanding of how memories can be stored. It is now believed that neurons retain memories within their synapses, the femtolitre structures that determine the strength of these connections.

cAMP has been shown to play a distinctive role in orchestrating the retention of long term memory at the synaptic level. However, its spatial and temporal activation profiles are still not fully understood. To address this, my PhD project combined FRET readouts with cutting edge imaging techniques applied to synapses in neuronal cultures that provide reasonably convenient optical access.

By examining the structure of these synapses, along with the measurement of cAMP concentration in different neuronal regions, this project uncovered the highly compartmentalised nature of this signalling molecule, seen to act directly at the sites of strengthening synapses.
Through the optimisation of a FRET imaging system for studying activity in neuronal tissues, this project establishes a method for the future investigation of a plethora of pathways underlying the healthy functioning of the mammalian brain.
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT

The development of advanced molecular biology and fluorescence-based imaging tools has greatly improved our understanding of mammalian physiology in the past two decades. It has provided us with the ability to transfer a stretch of DNA into cells of interest and use their own biological machinery to decode and then build fluorescent probes capable of reflecting changes on a molecular level.

Before the advent of super-resolved microscopes, the limitations of light microscopy prevented structures much below 400 nm from being resolved. However, spectroscopic techniques exploiting fluorescent biosensors have provided biologists with detailed insights into the inner workings of different cells and tissues.

This PhD project aimed to utilise such a biosensor to investigate how a relatively well-researched signalling molecule, cAMP, performs its role in the processes underlying the way in which mammals learn and retain memories, providing a visual understanding of the how, when and where cAMP exerts its functions.

This thesis is structured to present my work chronologically, first describing my development and optimisation of the method for characterising and acquiring cAMP data in situ and then discussing the building of a dataset to detail the molecular dynamics in a neuronal system.

The first chapter provides an introduction to fluorescence microscopy, from the fluorescent proteins themselves, to the mechanics of FRET biosensors, to the tools required to image them in a variety of biological environments.

In Chapter 3, I introduce the connections between nerve cells, the synapses, and their morphology and modulations upon the learning of new memories. The significance of studying the synapse and its role in a wide range of neuropsychiatric disorders is also discussed, as well as the known role of cAMP in synaptic plasticity. The use of fluorescent biosensors to
measure cAMP concentration is also introduced as a novel method for improving our understanding of its activity in living cells.

The aims of the neurobiology study are outlined in Chapter 4, along with a brief description of the experimental design that led to the optimisation of the imaging system used to acquire the final dataset.

Chapters 5 through 7 describe the processes of screening, selection, discovery and optimisation to determine the best possible set-up and approach to measuring cAMP in neuronal processes. This begins with the challenges of culturing the brain in a controlled environment, reminiscent of a mammalian brain in situ; proceeding to the development of an imaging system modified to record from such tissues and finally to the selection and optimisation of the most sensitive FRET biosensor available for acquiring information on low concentrations of cAMP.

Having established which biosensor would provide the highest signal to noise ratio and the best imaging system for recording cAMP dynamics in a culture medium that reflected the in vivo environment, Chapter 8 describes the combination of high resolution and live cell imaging applied to provide both structural and functional information. By combining three dimensional scanning over a 90-minute time period, as well as recording the concentration of cAMP within the synapses using a FRET biosensor, a correlation is seen between a compartmentalised increase in the signalling molecule and the enlargement of synaptic sites.

Chapter 9 discusses the findings in the context of better understanding learning and memory and the signalling processes that drive it, especially in the case of strengthening pathways at the synapse, as indicated from the results.

The materials and methods used throughout the project are described in Chapter 9, while the overall conclusions and where the project may go in the future are finally discussed in Chapter 11.
2 INTRODUCTION TO FLUORESCENCE

2.1 FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY

The field of biology is today shaped by scientists’ ability to observe processes and phenomena on a microscopic level, in vitro or in vivo. For centuries, the compound microscope has been used to bring biological structures down to the micron scale into focus. Today, however, major advances in the field of fluorescence microscopy have enabled methods of discovery, allowing multiple labelling of sub-cellular regions with a high level of specificity and the dynamic observation of intracellular biological processes. Fluorescence microscopy, in particular, has progressed from merely identifying features in samples to probing molecular activities in live cell cultures through action-dependent changes in fluorescence emission. These now essential tools have revolutionised modern biology and our understanding of microscopic systems.

The first fluorescent protein, green fluorescent protein (GFP), was isolated from the Aequorea Victoria jellyfish over 50 years ago (Shimomura et al., 1962), when its bioluminescent properties were first observed. Since then, a plethora of colours and variants of fluorescent proteins have been synthesised and, to this day, improvements of this essential tool are still being made.

2.2 FLUOROPHORES

2.2.1 Excitation and Emission

The function of the fluorescent microscope is to supply light at a specific wavelength (the excitation wavelength) to a fluorescent sample and to separate the emitted light, which is always at higher wavelength (the emission wavelength) from the strong background of the excitation light.
The photophysical mechanism underlying fluorescence is commonly depicted with a Jablonski energy diagram (Figure 1). This is a simplified depiction of the electronic states of a fluorescent molecule, and how electrons can shift between them. At each electronics energy level \( S_0, S_1, \text{etc.} \), a large number of vibrational levels of energy can be occupied, depicted by the series of grey lines at each electronic energy level. For typical fluorophores in solution, there will also be even more closely spaced rotational energy levels associated with each vibrational energy level (not shown).

The configuration of the fluorescent molecule prior to excitation consists of electrons predominantly occupying the vibrational energy levels associated with its ground state \( S_0 \). In thermal equilibrium the occupation of the energy levels is governed by the Boltzmann distribution with little to no population in the excited states from which emission can result. This is the resting (equilibrium) state for molecules.

Upon irradiation by photons at a specific energy (or wavelength), the electrons are excited to a higher state of energy (e.g. the first excited state, \( S_1 \)), closely followed by a rapid thermalisation and loss of energy as the electrons relax to the lowest vibrational levels of the excited state. This excited state relaxation is fast, occurring on sub-picosecond time scales.

At this point, the return to \( S_0 \) can be via either radiative or non-radiative decay. Fluorescence emission results from the former mechanism (the left-hand portion of Figure 1), whereby each electron decays to a vibrational energy level associated with the electronic ground state, resulting in the spontaneous emission of one photon. There follows a rapid thermalisation of
the electrons to the lowest vibrational levels to complete the fluorescence cycle. The relaxation back to the ground state following excitation occurs on nanosecond timescales in most fluorophores, much slower than the vibrational relaxation.

As the fluorescent stage of relaxation always occurs from the lowest energy state of S1 to the same energy level of S0, regardless of initial excitation level, the photon emitted is always of lower energy, and therefore higher wavelength. This is described as the Stokes shift (depicted in Figure 2).

A fluorescent microscope is designed to deliver a pre-determined wavelength of excitation light to the sample and to detect the emitted fluorescence. The intensity of this emission is proportional to the number of photons received from the fluorescing sample. The efficiency with which the fluorophore emits photons depends on the balance between the radiative and non-radiative relaxation rates and is defined as its quantum yield (Φ):

$$\Phi = \frac{\text{Number of emitted photons}}{\text{Number of absorbed photons}}$$

The maximum yield a fluorophore can approach is therefore one, i.e. it emits one photon for every photon it receives, which would require negligible non-radiative decay.

The quantification of the intensity of the fluorescent signal is a key measurement technique in fluorescence imaging, since it is proportional to the levels of concentration of the fluorophore (if the quantum yield is fixed), and therefore to the amount of material that has been stained, or the level of fluorescence protein production in live samples.
Every fluorophore species has its characteristic excitation and emission spectra. These are usually a mirror image of one another, a phenomenon aptly named ‘The mirror image rule’ (Ratsep et al., 2009).

2.3 ONE AND TWO PHOTON SYSTEMS

While fluorescent samples can be excited and imaged with a simple light microscope fitted with a fluorescent lamp and the appropriate filters, superior image contrast in biological tissue can be obtained through the use of laser scanning confocal or multiphoton systems. With traditional fluorescent lamp-based applications, the entire subject is illuminated, exciting fluorophores present throughout a sample, and this leads to a large background signal from outside the plane of interest to be recorded by the photodetector (typically a camera) of the microscope.

In a single photon-excited confocal microscope, the sample is excited with laser focussed to a spot that also excites the sample along the z-axis outside the focal region. By imaging the spot of excited fluorescence onto a pinhole at the detector, it is possible to discriminate in favour of light emitted from the focal spot and reject the out of focus back ground light. This is described as confocal detection. Rapid scanning of the focused excitation spot, or of the sample, then allows for optical sectioned images to be acquired. 3-D images can then be assembled from z-stacks of optically sectioned images.
tissue, photons from outside the focal plane can be scattered through the detection pinhole and this limits the imaging depth in tissue to ~100 microns.

In two-photon (2P) systems, the fluorophore is excited by photons of approximately half the required excitation energy that are focused to a spot. This requires two such photons to be absorbed simultaneously such that they have a similar effect as one photon of twice the energy. The probability of two photons arriving simultaneously is low and so high intensity radiation is required. This is typically provided by a mode-locked, femtosecond laser, which produces pulses of light with high peak intensity with relatively low average power at the required wavelength, which is typically in the near infrared. Because the beam is focussed, the intensity is highest in the focal plane and the power can be set such that the intensity is only sufficiently high at the focus to excite significant fluorescence. Since all the excited fluorescence must then originate from the focal plane, there is no need to use a confocal detection pinhole for two-photon (or multiphoton) excitation microscopy. This increases the imaging depth in scattering media such as biological tissue because even scattered fluorescence photons contribute to the useful signal. Furthermore, as the intensity of the longer wavelength photons delivered through two-photon (2P) systems are insufficient to excite fluorescence outside the focal plane, 2P imaging is substantially less prone to photodamage and photobleaching than confocal microscopy, whereby continued out of focus excitation of a fluorophore causes either biological trauma or a bleaching of fluorescent signal respectively.

2-Photon also extends the imaging depth into tissue samples, especially in highly scattering media such as neural tissue, because the longer wavelength excitation photons are less strongly scattered. This makes this 2P microscopy advantageous within this project as samples progress from cell monolayers grown on glass coverslips (readily imaged with confocal techniques) and into thick sections, requiring relatively low signals to be recorded from deep neurons.
2.4 Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)

Named after the physicist who first described it, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) has become an invaluable tool for probing molecular structure and dynamics - particularly cell signalling pathways and protein interactions (Förster, 1948; Jares-Erijman and Jovin, 2003; Padilla-Parra and Tramier, 2012). It represents the non-radiative transfer of energy from an excited fluorescent protein, the donor, to another fluorophore, the acceptor, in close proximity – typically within ~10nm of one another (depicted in figure 4). Thus a sample can be irradiated with light tuned to excite just the donor fluorophores and the acceptor fluorophores will become excited if (and only if) the conditions for FRET are met.

These conditions are typically listed as: 1) the close proximity of the fluorophores (typically <10nm), 2) a overlap of the donor emission and acceptor excitation spectra (for example CFP and YFP respectively) and 3) non-orthogonal orientation of the fluorophore dipoles (see Figure 4).

The efficiency of this energy transfer depends on the distance between the donor and the acceptor, as described by the following equation:

\[ E = \frac{1}{\left(1 + \left(\frac{R}{R_0}\right)^6\right)} \]
Where $E$ is the FRET efficiency, $r$ is the distance from the donor to the acceptor and $R_0$ is the Förster radius, which can be calculated using:

$$R_0 = [c\kappa^2 \eta^{-4} \varphi_d \varepsilon_a J(\lambda)]^{1/6}$$

Where $\kappa$ is the donor and acceptor dipole alignment, $\varphi_d$ is the donor quantum yield (defined as number of photons emitted/photons absorbed), $\varepsilon_a$ is the acceptor absorption coefficient and $J(\lambda)$ is the degree of overlap between donor emission and acceptor excitation.

For FRET readouts, the donor and acceptor fluorophores can be arranged in accordance to the desired mechanism of probing; typically, either bound to two separate entities that FRET when coming into close proximity (intermolecular FRET), or both attached to a single protein that undergoes some conformational change, e.g. upon binding a ligand, that structurally brings the fluorescent proteins together or moves them apart (intramolecular FRET).

There are a number of ways to detect FRET that can be implemented with a standard fluorescence microscope. These include donor quenching, spectral unmixing and spectral ratiometric measurement of intensity. The latter is the most common and simplest method, and entails measuring the fluorescence intensity in two spectral channels, one set for the donor emission and the other for that of the acceptor. Upon occurrence of FRET, the donor loses energy to the acceptor, resulting in a signal decrease, while a simultaneous increase is seen in the acceptor channel.

This ratio of acceptor to donor intensity serves as a measure of FRET, allowing for imaging of compartmentalisation of signal, and can be implemented at high acquisition speed. The principal drawback of this technique is the spectral bleed-through of the donor emission into the acceptor emission channel, since there is often a significant spectral overlap between donor and acceptor emission spectra. This can lead to errors in the apparent FRET signal: as donor signal decreases and acceptor signal increases during FRET, the donor bleed-through decreases the acceptor emission channel intensity, thus countering the increase in acceptor intensity. A further issue is that the acceptor fluorophores can be directly excited by the donor.
excitation radiation, thereby producing a false positive apparent FRET signal. These issues have been addressed by the integration of correction techniques, several of which have been published (Boerner et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2006), but typically revolve around the generation of coefficients derived from the fluorescent signals in the presence and absence of each fluorophore.

2.5 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM)

As previously described, the emission of fluorescence results from electrons relaxing from the excited electronic energy level S1 to S0, the ground state. The fluorescent lifetime is defined as the average time a fluorophore stays in its excited energy state.

There are two forms of relaxation to ground state, as mentioned previously, radiative (fluorescent, $\kappa_f$) and non-radiative (non-fluorescent, $\kappa_{nf}$) decay, as seen in Figure 1. The former is dependent on the electronic energy level structure of the molecule, whereas the latter represents thermal relaxation pathways such as internal conversion or collisions with solvent molecules. Once excited, a fluorophore can undergo either decay pathway, and so the lifetime ($\tau$) of the S1 state is proportional to the sum of the rates of both forms of relaxation as they depopulate it. The total decay rate is the inverse of the fluorescence lifetime:

$$\tau = \frac{1}{\kappa_f + \kappa_{nf}}$$

This can be determined by measuring the (exponential) fluorescence decay profile. Measurement of this lifetime of excited fluorophores is intrinsically useful in the field of fluorescence microscopy. The classical measurement of intensity for measuring levels of fluorescence in a sample is simple, yet is subject to a number of factors introducing artefacts into quantification. For example, a biologist wishes to compare levels of a fluorescently tagged protein of interest in two adjacent cells. The absolute values of intensity based on the detection with a confocal microscope in pixel values could be directly compared. However, if one cell happens to express more copies of the genetically-encoded fluorophore, or if many of its
fluorophores have been photobleached during imaging or lie outside the excitation/detection volume (e.g. out of focus), a false comparison can be made due to the observed lower level of intensity.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) overcomes many potential artefacts of intensity-based imaging by being almost entirely independent of brightness (almost, as there must still be sufficient signal to collect enough photons for measurement).

There are still, however, some factors that can impact lifetime measurements in situ including changes in states of temperature, molecular interaction, pH, etc., that can change the fluorescence lifetime of some fluorophores. However, these environmental parameters can be controlled for in an experiment and, indeed, fluorescence lifetime can be used to measure such parameters, as seen in Szmacinski and Lakowicz (1993) whereby FLIM was used to directly measure pH changes.

2.5.1 Time-Domain FLIM

The principal of TCSPC is illustrated in Figure 5: the fluorescent target is excited by a pulsed laser and the arrival times of each detected photons is recorded relative to the excitation pulses. As the decay of the fluorescence is known to be exponential, the fluorescent lifetime decay curve can be calculated by binning photons into relatively few time points along the lifetime, creating a histogram of the photons' arrival times at the detector, and fitting these to an exponential decay profile.
To accomplish this measurement in a typical TCSPC-FLIM system, the excitation pulses will trigger a photodiode to provide a ‘start’ signal, initiating a voltage ramp in a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). When the first photon from the excited sample is detected following the excitation pulse, this voltage ramp is stopped. The difference between these start and stop signals is propagated as a proportional voltage output to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) resulting in an “arrival time” being stored for the received photon. Over repeated measurements and excitation pulses, the fluorescence decay profile is gradually built up until there are sufficient detected photons to provide an accurate lifetime measurement. The requirement to detect no more than one photon per excitation pulse, combined with the sequential measurement of each image pixel in a laser scanning microscope results in relatively slow imaging compared to other forms of fluorescence microscopy, typically requiring 30 seconds to one minute of photon collection per fluorescence lifetime image (Becker et al., 2004).

2.5.2 FLIM-FRET

FRET can be read out by measuring the reduction in the fluorescence lifetime of the donor fluorophore since an excited fluorophore population will decay faster when FRET offers an additional way to lose energy (see Figure 6). This means that only the donor signal need be

![Figure 5 Schematic of a TCSPC FLIM system](image-url)
recorded from and even a fluorescently ‘dark’ acceptor can be used. The combination of FLIM and FRET is a powerful tool when studying the dynamics of proteins and interacting signalling pathways within living samples. As described in section 2.4, FRET facilitates the probing of complex systems at a molecular level, however, its measurement via ratiometric, intensity-based readouts carries the limitations of intensity-based fluorescent imaging. These limitations may not be significant in a sample with excellent optical clarity and minimal sample thickness (for example, a cell monolayer grown in culture onto glass), but the signal to noise ratio associated with weaker signals originating in deep tissues and presenting small fluorescent changes make reliable intensity-based readings problematic. FLIM provides a more robust readout that is independent of fluorescent intensity. When coupled with the penetration-power of multiphoton microscope systems, 2P-FLIM-FRET provides a powerful tool for reading out FRET biosensors in vitro or in vivo.

Since multiphoton excited FLIM can provide relatively robust signals from FRET biosensors expressed deep within tissues, it is a good choice for quantitative studies of cAMP in neuronal pathways, including those underlying learning and memory.

Figure 6 Example FRET lifetime response

Simulated fluorescent lifetime readings from a blue-yellow FRET pair. Due to the acceptor absorbing photons during FRET, we see a decrease in the lifetime of donor signal (black) compared to when imaged alone (grey). Bar represents laser pulse.
3 LEARNING AND MEMORY

The mammalian brain is a truly remarkable organ, a nervous centre capable of computing near infinite possibilities and controlling a vast range of functions. A typical human brain consists of approximately 100 billion neurons, while the mouse bears around 70 million (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006). Over a century ago, Cajal described the junctions (Ramon y Cajal, 1894), or synapses as Sherrington named them (C.S. Sherrington, 1897), that allow for information to pass between neurons to allow for this complex network of computing units to provide its sheer cognitive power. Each neuron carries, on average, 1,000 synaptic connections to other brain cells, providing massive inter-communicative patterns of activity capable of storing immense quantities of information (Sirevaag and Greenough, 1987).

3.1 THE SYNAPSE

The junction at which information passes from one neuron (the pre-synaptic) to another (the post-synaptic) is the synapse, a femtolitre structure consisting of a pre-synaptic bouton and a post-synaptic density (PSD), separated by a synaptic cleft approximately 20nm across (Kandel et al., 2001; Schikorski and Stevens, 1997).

The most common locations are found to connect the axon to the adjacent dendrite, giving rise to the classical view of neuronal information transfer: the action potential from an excited neuron travels to the synaptic point along its axon; the resultant membrane depolarisation then causes calcium influx via ionic channels opening at the synapse. This high calcium concentration causes synaptic vesicles to dock with the membrane at the synaptic cleft, in turn releasing their contents (neurotransmitter) which binds to receptors at the post-synaptic membrane which in turn can open further ion channels to modulate its membrane potential, or may recruit some further action of a secondary messenger. This essentially allows for the conduction of an electro-chemical signal to traverse between cells, where it may ultimately excite or inhibit the recipient neuron.
The most common synapse is the excitatory glutamate-releasing variety (Elias and Nicoll, 2007), where the neurotransmitter glutamate is detected by two types of ionotropic channels: α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) (Luscher et al., 1999) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (Carroll et al., 1999).

3.1.1 The Pre-Synaptic Site

The axonal side of the synapse, consists of a swelling termed the bouton, situated either along the process itself, the en-passant bouton (EPB), or at the end of a branching process, a terminaux bouton (TB). After receipt of membrane depolarisation, the action potential, and the resulting influx of calcium via voltage-gated channels, the ~50nm, neurotransmitter-packed vesicles begin their cycle of docking with the pre-synaptic membrane, as well as the endocytosis of emptied vesicles, followed by the re-absorption of excess transmitter (Greengard et al., 1993). This process of membrane fusion requires a complex of specialised SNARE proteins (Soluble N-ethylmaleide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor). These consist of specialised vesicular variants, such as the VAMP (vesicle associated membrane protein) family, as well as the targeted proteins such as syntaxin (Sollner et al., 1993).

3.1.2 The Post-Synaptic Site

The dendritic side of the synapse, consisting of the protein-dense post-synaptic density (PSD), typically manifests at the spines of the dendritic branches. These long, filopodia-like processes extend from the dendritic shaft and have long been a target of interest in synaptic plasticity due to their rapid turnover and easily classifiable characteristics, namely morphology, length and shape. Scaffolding proteins, such as the Shank family (Sheng and Kim, 2000), help to align and maintain the pre- and post-synaptic membranes, ensuring neurotransmitter-release in turn reaches its destination receptors across the cleft. The existing research on synaptic plasticity also looks to the PSD for its high number of neurotransmitter receptors, namely NMDA and AMPA, and their strong affiliation to the induction of long-term memory.
3.2 SYNAPTIC PLASTICITY

In 1949, Donald Hebb proposed that memories are stored essentially in patterns of activity between populations of neurons. This also gave rise to the concept of synaptic strengths being directly correlated to adjacent cell activity, or as it is often colloquially summarised: “cells that fire together, wire together” (Lowel and Singer, 1992).

Upon experience-driven learning, the synaptic sites along both axons and dendrites can change at different levels, from subtle changes in the weighting of synaptic connections, differing in strengths of communication, to whole structural remodelling, consisting of the generation, elimination and stabilisation of synaptic sites. These constant morphological alterations give rise to an ever-changing neuronal architecture, aptly named synaptic plasticity.

The refinement of Hebbian learning concepts in the 1940s (Hebb, 1949; Konorski, 1948) indicated the existence of physical changes occurring at the synaptic level upon learning and memory. In 1973, two papers (Bliss and Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Bliss and Lomo, 1973) demonstrated the first observations of physiological changes in the rabbit brain that lasted long enough to be deemed a stable and resilient source of memory. The resultant phenomenon, named long-term potentiation (LTP) was then identified throughout excitatory pathways across the mammalian brain, in particular the hippocampus (Alger and Teyler, 1976; Doyere and Laroche, 1992; Yamamoto and Chujo, 1978), a region attributed to long-term memory storage.

The experiments elucidating LTP revolve around high-frequency stimulation of monosynaptic neuron pairs, portraying a long lasting (>1hr) increase in synaptic strengthening after just milliseconds of stimulation (Morris et al., 1990) in vitro, increasing to days in vivo (Teyler et al., 1977).

Experience-dependent plasticity has since been detected across many systems including visual and somatosensory (Fox and Wong, 2005), and has become a leading and somewhat unrivalled theory of memory acquisition and retention. Initially, the question was set out to
address whether it was the number of synapses or their individual strength that contributes to memory networks being established. This now appears to be answered as connections have been observed to modulate in accordance with stimulation, as well as the mass up-regulation of synaptogenesis upon learning tasks (Bailey and Kandel, 1993; Greenough and Bailey, 1988; Xu et al., 2009; Zuo et al., 2005). This synapse-counting approach is fraught with difficulties, mostly arising from cortical circuits not being easily isolated to ensure synaptic density measurements are not confounded by other overlapping circuits.

The mechanisms behind LTP have long been studied, with an abundance of research being carried out at the post-synaptic density, with the redistribution of glutamate receptors at the synaptic membrane.

LTP appears to be established at the point of an increased calcium concentration within the PSD, as concluded by the prevention of LTP upon inhibition of calcium influx (Mulkey and Malenka, 1992), and the overloading of calcium directly inducing it (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993).

Initially, the inhibition of NMDA activity purported a reduction in LTP incidence (Collingridge et al., 1983), and this finding, coupled with observations of NMDA activity driving calcium influx via voltage-gated channels (Ascher and Nowak, 1986) led to the conclusion that plastic changes require an NMDA component. However, NMDA has been shown to not directly cause LTP if activated solely; requiring further intracellular calcium activity in conjunction with NMDA-induced calcium influx to induce LTP.

AMPA receptors have also been described in the LTP pathways. While it is classically viewed that AMPA mediates fast transmission in neuronal communications, in contrast to the long-lasting effects of NMDA modulation, there is growing evidence that an increase in the number of AMPA receptors at the post-synaptic membrane could be required in order for LTP to occur (Davies et al., 1989; Isaac et al., 1995).
The discovery of LTP and LTD indicated not only changes in cellular signalling cascades, but also large, morphological changes in synapse number and size, leading to the investigation of synaptogenesis at specific sites along the axon (en-passant and terminaux boutons) and dendrite (spines). The advent of electron microscopy, pushing microscopic resolution to the atomic level, greatly advanced our understanding of synapses, allowing for the direct observation of the connections between specific processes (Knott et al., 2006). This increased resolution (on a picometre scale, as opposed to the nanometre scales of light microscopy limits) has allowed for the visualisation of size changes at the level of existing synapses, reflecting the precise tuning of existing connections in response to experience-dependent activity. Of particular interest is the correlation of the increase in synaptic volume with an increased synaptic strength (Cheetham et al., 2014; Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001). This allows for an inherent readout of connectivity alteration based on morphological data acquired from in vitro and in vivo microscopy.

Synapses are incredibly heterogeneous organelles with thousands of molecules packed into submicron volumes. How these synaptic molecules are organised, let alone the way they are assembled and remodelled during synaptic plasticity, still carries major gaps in our understanding of brain function. The processes underlying synaptogenesis are being studied in great detail at the molecular level, with entire proteomes being generated for their cytoskeletal scaffold alone (Bayes et al., 2011).

Neurons direct proteins required for synaptogenesis to a new connection point. This includes vesicles, neurotransmitter receptors and synaptic machinery (Ahmari and Smith, 2002; Garner et al., 2002; Ziv and Garner, 2001). While the scaffolding complexes and underlying processes governing the coupling and differentiation of pre- and post-synaptic sites have been well researched in the developing central nervous system, the signalling pathways controlling the presynaptic strength and structure are still being investigated in the adult brain.
3.3 Synaptopathology

As the complexity and computational functions of the brain are almost entirely due to its level of interconnectivity, it follows that any impairment at the synaptic level could lead to problematic brain function. Since the discovery and characterisation of the synapse, a vast range of neurological and psychiatric disorders have been attributed to the synapse, a field labelled collectively as ‘synaptopathology’ (Brose et al., 2010). The field now includes dementias such as Alzheimer’s disease (Oddo et al., 2003; Selkoe, 2002; Terry et al., 1991), but also neuropsychiatric conditions now attributed to synaptic developmental impairments, including autism spectrum disorders (Pinto et al., 2010), fragile-X (Jamain et al., 2003) and schizophrenia (Kirov et al., 2012; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1999). The majority of studies take the post-synaptic site, the dendritic spine, as the model of disease. Indeed, Alzheimer’s disease as has been now strongly correlated to a marked loss of spines, understandably producing the hallmark symptoms of memory loss and confusion. Conversely, the excessive gain of spines has been identified as a pathway involved in the development of autistic spectrum disorders (Hutsler and Zhang, 2010).

The pre-synaptic boutons are relatively understudied in synaptopathologies, possibly due to their difficulty to classify and monitor, in comparison with well modelled and observable traits seen in dendritic spines. However, as the inception of interneuronal communication lies within the neurotransmitter-packed vesicles within the pre-synaptic bulb, going on to dock with the membrane and exocytose into the synaptic cleft; there is an abundance of complex mechanisms and pathways (Takamori et al., 2006) susceptible to failure. One example is the soluble NSF attachment protein receptor, or SNARE, complex, controlling the attachment and docking of vesicles to the active zone (Bennett et al., 1992). This consists a family of proteins including syntaxin and synuclein, both being implicated in the development of Parkinson’s disease (Burre et al., 2010; Garcia-Reitbock et al., 2010).
3.4 **CAMP AND ITS ROLE IN THE BRAIN**

3’-5’-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) is a ubiquitous second messenger, driving a wide range of signalling cascades, regulating a plethora of cellular events. Discovered in 1958, it was almost 20 years later, after Brunelli et al. (1976) injected cAMP straight into Aplysia sensory neurons, that cAMP was seen as a key regulator in neural activity.

Kandel’s fundamental research specified long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) as the drivers of long-term synaptic changes, and went on to identify the role of the cAMP-PKA cascade behind these occurrences (Abel et al., 1997; Frey et al., 1993b; Huang et al., 1994; Kandel, 2012; Schacher et al., 1988).

The basis for this research was discovered when Aplysia were stimulated with serotonin resulting in an increased intracellular cAMP concentration, along with activation of PKA, a cAMP-binding protein. After extended stimulation, an enduring activation pattern of cAMP drives more durable alterations of synaptic plasticity (i.e. LTP), by causing PKA to recruit p42 MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinases), whereby nuclear translocation then goes on to activate gene expression via transcription factors, providing longer lasting changes (Kandel, 2001). These are directly driven by the cAMP response element (CRE) (Montminy et al., 1986), found within the promoter regions of these memory-forming genes. Upon CRE activation by the cAMP-PKA derived transcription factor CREB (cAMP response element binding protein) (Montminy and Bilezikjian, 1987) by either PKA, MAPK or CaMK (Montminy, 1997), RNA polymerase then goes on to take up the role of regulating these genes.

PKA-dependent pathways downstream of cAMP have been shown to be crucial in many neuronal processes, especially at the synapse. While LTP has been shown to predominantly require the movement of AMPA receptors in the post-synaptic density, it is also recognised that changes in exocytosis machinery is required at the pre-synaptic side. In particular, the role of PKA in regulating exocytosis and therefore neurotransmitter release has been identified as an integral part of synaptic communication and LTP (Chen and Regehr, 1997; Lessmann
and Heumann, 1997; Seino and Shibasaki, 2005; Trudeau et al., 1996; Weisskopf et al., 1994b). Upon receiving Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx, calmodulin drives adenylate cyclase production of cAMP, activating PKA in turn (Linden, 1997; Salin et al., 1996). While this appears to be the mechanism of long-term change in the cortex, other brain regions, typically within the hippocampus, portray a different means of pre-synaptic LTP whereby no Ca\textsuperscript{2+} input is required, and a simple phosphorylation is performed by PKA activity, suggesting an even greater significance of its role in neurotransmitter release probability and amount, indicating cAMP as a key orchestrator, rather than an intermediate signalling messenger (Chavis et al., 1998; Linden, 1998), determining release levels from intracellular concentrations of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (Lonart et al., 2003).

Originally PKA was thought to be the only protein to bind cAMP and initiate its downstream effects, however in 1998 a Rap1 guanine nucleotide exchange factor, named Epac (exchange protein activated by cAMP) was discovered as another protein directly activated by cAMP (de Rooij et al., 1998) (Figure 7). There is however, a similar probability of cAMP binding to both these PKA and Epac targets, as documented by Dao et al. (2006).
Epac's isoforms 1 and 2 are expressed in fairly different patterns throughout mammalian systems. The former, Epac1, is found throughout many thoracic organs including muscle tissues, the kidneys and thyroid (Kawasaki et al., 1998), whereas Epac2 is predominantly found in neural tissues. Once activated by cAMP, Epac's function consists of nucleotide exchange for the Rap family of Ras-like GTPases, hence its alternative name. The binding of cAMP to Epac subunits is highly dynamic, requiring no binding energy, indicating a rapid rate of dissociation (Kraemer et al., 2001).

While there is evidence for a role of Epac within the central nervous system (specifically the Epac2 form), most research following cAMP-mediated neural changes focus on the PKA-dependent pathway. Epac-derived processes have been seen to play a part in neurotransmitter release (Gekel and Neher, 2008; Zhong and Wu, 1991), memory retrieval (Ouyang et al., 2008), levels of dendritic spine morphology (Woollfrey et al., 2009), and a range of other regulatory roles via the Ras superfamily of small GTPases, highlighted in Figure 8.
While cAMP has been seen to orchestrate a wide range of neuronal roles including excitatory modulation (Goldsmith and Abrams, 1992; Pedarzani and Storm, 1993), neurite growth (Ooashi et al., 2005), dendritic spine activity (Hoogland and Saggau, 2004; Pedarzani and Storm, 1993), cortical development (Inan et al., 2006) and synaptic changes at the postsynaptic, dendritic level (Blitzer et al., 1998b; Choi et al., 2002; Esteban et al., 2003; Lee and O'Dowd, 2000; Raman et al., 1996; Tzounopoulos et al., 1998); its roles in synaptogenesis, degradation and modulation at the pre-synaptic, axonal side are still relatively unknown. Most groups have studied its roles in neurotransmitter release (Leenders and Sheng, 2005; Turner et al., 1999), which could underlying pre-synaptic enlargement, yet its direct role in the formation of whole synapses is understudied.

There does appear, however, to be a strong emphasis on the cAMP-PKA pathway (Munno et al., 2003), and studying the spatio-temporal dynamics of cAMP activation in live cortical neurons, axons and boutons could further elucidate the role of this integral driver of neuroplastic changes.

### 3.5 COMPARTMENTALISATION OF cAMP IN CELLS
Due to its ubiquitous nature, cAMP is found at many locations within the majority of mammalian cell types. Research into the dynamics of downstream, localised processes has found a targeting and anchoring of cAMP-binding proteins, such as PKA (Wong and Scott, 2004), but has also highlighted micro-domains of cAMP itself. This subcellular compartmentalisation has been detected within excitatory cells, including cardiac myocytes and neurons (Di Benedetto et al., 2008; Kotalessi and Blackwell, 2010; Steinberg and Brunton, 2001; Zaccolo and Pozzan, 2002). However, the rapid diffusibility of cAMP molecules through the cytoplasm has given rise to questions of how such compartments can be established and maintained.

Upon being synthesised at the plasma membrane by adenylyl cyclase, cAMP then diffuses throughout the cytoplasm before being degraded by phosphodiesterases. The relationship between these three stages in the life of a cAMP molecule appears to drive this non-uniform cAMP coverage, however it has been suggested that more substantial cytoskeletal barriers may isolate such compartments (Martin and Cooper, 2006; Rich et al., 2001a). In 2005, two groups (Baillie et al.; Lynch et al.) proposed a mechanism of phosphodiesterase activity enforcing compartment perimeters around sites of cAMP synthesis. This interplay of adenylyl cyclase producing cAMP where it is required, followed by spatially immediate degradation would allow for such a precise system of cAMP localisation (Zaccolo, 2006). Within the dendritic spines, such segregation can be preserved by the physical barriers of the spine neck, essentially a narrowing or ‘bottleneck’ beneath the spine head that impairs free cytoplasmic diffusion (Li et al., 2015). This allows for cAMP to be highly targeted to individual spines undergoing the post-synaptic changes required for LTP.

### 3.6 Fluorescent Probing of Synaptic Structures

Previously, the study of a signalling molecule required the use of cell assays, first running the experiment on cells in culture and then adding a lysis buffer at pre-determined intervals. The lysate could then be purified and analysed for scintillation counting, or ELISA procedures
(Brooker et al., 1979). This, however, is not only time consuming, costly and limited to the temporal resolutions that the experimenter is willing to attempt, but also entirely lacks spatial resolution, producing whole-cell population values.

The development and use of fluorescent probes for such targets has since become commonplace with the advent of faster imaging techniques and the discoveries of mutated fluorescent proteins to allow for spectral changes in response to molecular activity (Griesbeck, 2004; Miyawaki, 2003; Zhang et al., 2002).

Due to its vitality in the functioning of neuronal pathways, studies of the synapse have long been attempting to unravel roles of many signalling molecules and binding proteins, and as the neuron is such a highly functionally polarised structure, spatial resolution has been of key importance.

An excellent example of FRET-FLIM in synaptic research is detailed in Lee et al. from 2009. The group, led by Professor Ryohei Yasuda, a pioneer in neuroscientific fluorescence probing, developed a FRET sensor for calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), a calcium-dependent kinase known to be required for synaptic plasticity (Takao et al., 2005). By stimulating individual dendritic spines with localised glutamate release, the lifetime shifts from their FRET sensor could be visualised and compared to the adjacent, unstimulated spines. A figure from the paper is shown below in Figure 9. The spatial resolution provided by multiphoton imaging of neural tissue sections, with a sensitive FRET sensor provided unparalleled insight into CaMKII activity at activated spines.
The majority of studies surrounding synaptic plasticity have focussed on the post-synaptic site, the dendritic spines (Chen and Sabatini, 2012; Murakoshi et al., 2011; Rizzo et al., 2004; Vanderklish et al., 2000; Yagishita et al., 2014; Yasuda, 2006). While mechanisms of LTP are well characterised at this site, and thus make it an attractive structure to investigate, technical advantages over the pre-synaptic site also play a role: the changes are large and turnover is rapid, thus allowing a relatively low spatial resolution system to record robust structural changes.

This project turns to pre-synaptic terminals, in particular the en-passant bouton (EPB), and applies these well characterised fluorescent probing techniques. Previous research into EPBs with FRET sensors have typically been in drosophila, a species that is remarkably simple to breed, genetically manipulate and image with minimal penetration difficulty. Such studies have looked at the motor-synapse, a readily available site of neuronal pre-synaptic terminals synapsing to muscle fibres, and have observed neuronal communications via calcium signalling with a TroponinC FRET sensor. (Guerrero et al., 2005; Mank et al., 2006; Shakiryanova and Levitan, 2008).

Studies at mammalian presynaptic sites have been mostly investigating the SNARE proteins in the docking and release of vesicles (Degtyar et al., 2013; Pennuto et al., 2002) as well as
the increased energy requirements at the synapse, necessary to drive the constant machinery dedicated to synaptic transmission (Pathak et al., 2015).

While the pre-synaptic mechanisms of LTP revolve around the dynamics of synaptic vesicles (it is here that the point of synaptic transmission commences after all), the action potential-induced calcium influx resulting in increased synaptic docking is still relatively understudied. The role of cAMP, a comparatively early signalling molecule in the synaptic transmission and strengthening process, is of particular interest in these systems.
4 AIMS OF THIS PROJECT

This project set out to develop a robust system for imaging cAMP dynamics in live neurons with the most sensitive fluorescent probes available. Previous literature describes a vital role for cAMP in the pathways underlying synaptic plasticity and ultimately the processes by which we learn and retain memories. This role has been characterised primarily from general modulation with pharmaceutical agents, resulting in widespread changes suggesting the necessity for cAMP in the strengthening of synapses.

The existing knowledge in the field relies predominantly on indirect measurements, insensitive to the spatial dynamics of this ubiquitous signalling molecule, with suggestion of compartmentalisation within neuronal cell types, but not combining measurements of cAMP activation with its subcellular localisation.

With the appropriate FRET sensor, an optimised microscopy setup and a live cell sample that reflects the natural, neural environments as closely as possible; this project aims to fuse the previous observations of increased synaptic size and strength changes upon long-term plasticity, with some of the latest techniques in live cell fluorescence imaging microscopy to study the spatial and temporal cAMP dynamics in axons and pre-synaptic terminals.

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL OUTLINE

The project consists broadly of two phases: first optimisation, then data collection. The first stage entailed the selection of neuronal cultures that would allow for a compromise of accessible, live cell imaging with the unhindered representation of the mammalian brain, still capable of undergoing unstimulated synaptic plasticity. Next, an appropriate system was optimised for imaging cultures along with a means for perfusion with solutions and drugs.

To measure cAMP, FRET sensors were acquired from the National Cancer Institute in the Netherlands, and these candidate sensors were screened, first in HEK cells and then in
primary neuronal cultures. After the best sensor was selected, the project moved into organotypic slice cultures, utilising a multiphoton imaging system combined with fluorescence lifetime microscopy.

Once the optimisation of FRET-FLIM recordings was completed, the next phase of data collection began, imaging slices over a 90 minute time period (a length determined from the time OSCs can spend out of incubation) and recording the readout from the FRET sensor in neurons.

Post-processing and image analysis could then combine the morphological changes occurring at the synaptic cytoskeletal level, with the cAMP concentrations in different intracellular microenvironments from the FRET sensor.

The optimisation workflow is depicted in the schematic below, in Figure 10.

The second phase, of data collection curtailed a large $n$ of axonal processes from as higher number of different samples as possible, to allow for meaningful averaging of the data collected at each synapse.

Figure 10 Experimental outline of the project
5 **CULTURING THE BRAIN**

5.1 **THE CHALLENGE**

The brain is arguably the most complex organ in the animal body, consisting of trillions of intricate connections between a plethora of different cell types. The ability to study neurons *in vitro* and *ex vivo* is mandatory in understanding how processes occur on a cellular level, with uninhibited microscopic access and ease of manipulation and stimulation of samples.

Culturing neurons has been a part of modern neuroscience for over a century, beginning in its infancy, with the work of Harrison (1910) culturing extracted neurons in a droplet of serum suspended from a coverslip. This technique revolutionised the concept of the neuron doctrine hypothesis, in tandem with Ramon y Cajal’s early work, in conceiving that the nervous system is composed of individual, discrete cells, comprising specialised units for processing.

This hanging drop technique was a highly efficient option at the time, offering fully isolated cultures, resistant to contamination and easily viewed by microscope. It was however, severely limited in terms of longevity due to its sealed and therefore finite media supply.

The next instalment came when Carrel (1923) documented the use of culture flasks for neurons, maintaining far larger cultures for a much greater period of time, with the ability to exchange media and control gas exchange.

Two decades later came the advent of the ‘roller tube’, an advanced form of the test tube capable of rotating to provide light agitation to cultures, promoting better media and gas exchange (Hogue, 1947). At this point, slices of brain tissue (organotypic slice cultures, OSCs) as well as cell cultures could be grown for several months without deteriorating, providing much of the basis for modern neuronal tissue culture today.

Further to culturing OSCs, the above method utilises the tissue bound to a coverslip (known as the ‘flying coverslip’ technique) that is free to move within the half-filled, rolling tube
the other mainstream alternative to maintaining OSCs is via a chamber system, with the slices grown on membrane inserts within dishes or the wells of a plate. This latter system is mostly used in this project, providing ideal gas/media exchange dynamics, as well as excellent longevity showing slices to maintain healthy connections and plastic changes up to six months post-preparation (Gogolla et al., 2006b).

Primary cultures, that is, cells extracted from whole organisms and then cultured in vitro, can be traced back over a century to the very origins of cell culture and the identification of the need for nutrients to be provided in order to promote and maintain healthy, ex vivo preparations. For neurons, the brain of animal may be extracted, dissociated and then seeded to live for several months (Kaneko and Sankai, 2014; Kumar and Mallick, 2016). Typically, brains are taken at the late embryonic stages, the rationale being a time point prior to the point of extensive axonal and dendritic branching, and thus minimising damage and cell death during transplantation (Banker and Cowan, 1979). One immediate challenge, specific to neurons, is their inability to replicate and thus cultures are inevitably finite. Due to the coexistence of neurons with their supportive glial cell types (which do divide), cultures are often administered anti-proliferation concoctions (such as AraC) to inhibit survival of contaminant cell types to produce solely neuronal cultures. However, the presence of astrocytes and oligodendrocytes are relatively minimal anyway, due to their production commencing relatively late in embryonic development (Gilmore and Herrup, 1997).

Primary neuronal cultures typically consist of hippocampal regions, due primarily to the abundance of well-characterised cell types for study (namely pyramidal neurons), however cortical, cerebellar or combinations of regions is also commonplace for studying different cell types.

Levels of synaptic turnover and plasticity in in vitro cultures varies between types of culture and the conditions they are maintained in, as well as the stages of development and maturation either of the source animal prior to dissociation or age of culture in vitro. In OSCs, electrophysiological recordings show not only typical synaptic transients (Debanne et al.,
1998; Debanne et al., 1995), but also synaptic plasticity, including activity-driven synaptogenesis and elimination (Bastrikova et al., 2008; Bonhoeffer et al., 1989; Vlachos et al., 2012). In primary cultures, plasticity and LTP has been observed in the movement of glutamate receptors (Carroll et al., 1999; Lu et al., 2001), yet due to the monolayer-basis of cultures, the number of intersecting processes is infrequent, and thus synaptic contact is relatively rare, especially given the shorter length of time in culture, reducing the full time span of development.

Human embryonic kidney cells (HEKs), are often used in the initial screening and testing of mammalian plasmids and expression vectors. These cells are straightforward to culture, resilient to stress and possess all the necessary machinery to express plasmids, they therefore provide an ideal system to screen the fluorescent probes used in this project. They also express the adenylate cyclase receptors required for cAMP production (however the role of cAMP differs, due to their renal nature), and thus react accordingly to the same stimulation protocols as would be used on neuronal cultures.

This project makes use of several different forms of culture, becoming more advanced in tandem with the imaging equipment used to visualise cAMP-derived FRET changes.

5.2 Transfection Methods

Inserting the sensor into the appropriate culture medium requires a tailored method for its respective sample. In the case of cell cultures, including the HEKs and PNCs, this can be done chemically with reagents such as PEI and Lipofectamine 2000. These systems form lipid rafts with the DNA of interest and aid in ‘carrying’ it across the plasma membrane to nuclear targets for expression.

However, for the OSCs, this system lacks the penetration to label neurons reliably, and so an alternative method was sought after.

Three techniques were trialled: electroporation, viral transduction and biolistics.
5.2.1 Electroporation

The concept of electroporation revolves around the transient and reversible formation of micropores (20-120nm in diameter) throughout the plasma membrane, rendering it temporarily permeable to foreign matter (Neumann and Rosenheck, 1972; Teruel and Meyer, 1997). The technology is now commonplace for the transfection of genetic material into cell cultures and some tissues, however its use in transfecting neurons in tissue is relatively rare, typically requiring complex targeting of individual neurons via a dye-filled micro-pipette (Akamatsu et al., 1999; Miyasaka et al., 1999; Rathenberg et al., 2003).

Electroporation seemed a useful candidate for transfecting the FRET sensors of choice into OSCs due to the following reasons: (1) the ease of a naked plasmid being ready for insertion, without prior preparation (2) the possibility of pinpointing of a target region of neurons topographically and (3) the possibility of controlling the density of labelling based on DNA concentration and elution volume.

The technical setup for electroporating OSCs is depicted in Figure 11. Initially measurements were taken via oscilloscope to determine preservation of the pulses from an electroporator, via electrode to the ground plate beneath the membrane.

The electrode itself was constructed from pulled silver wire attached to a pipette tip to allow for simultaneously administration of the plasmid and electrical field application. Designs for this tip have been show in Figure 12, with a range of modifications to alter output.
Figure 12 Different versions of electroporator tips for delivery DNA to OSCs. Above: Schematic of electrodes, either localised with both contacts encapsulating the delivery site, or generalised with a ground electrode beneath the sample and the other within the DNA solution itself. Below: Silver wire was glued to 10µl pipette tips for current separation and localised solution delivery. A and B show pole-pole localised current configurations, whilst D and E show single-pole electrodes to be combined with a ground cathode shown in C, placed beneath the sample. F depicts a system for inducing a generalised electrical field across the entire sample.
The tips portrayed revolve around single- and dual-pole strategies, either: a single anode is bound to the DNA applicator, negatively charging the plasmid solution and then pulling this, via the sample to a ground electrode; or a ‘double pronged’ tip simply provides the localised field across the tissue surface, opening the pores for free diffusion of plasmid DNA into the target cells.

The electroporator used was able of producing trains of current at preset voltages and timings, and the literature provided the approximate values to be used, namely: six trains of 50ms duration with 1s interval between each pulse (Murphy and Messer, 2001). For voltage, trials were ran with 12, 25 and 50 volts, whereby the higher the voltage the more cells should transfected, however the more heat damage can be caused to the tissue. These experiments were run with a CMV-GFP plasmid into OSCs 30 days in vitro, and were imaged 48 hours later under fluorescent lamp to deduce cell counts.
The results from each electrode are shown in Figure 14, with an example of the localised, high-density transfections reminiscent of the technique portrayed in Figure 13. The data shows that a single-pole electrode produces the highest levels of transfections, with 25V being an ideal voltage compromise for negligible loss of transfection efficiency compared to 50V, yet lower levels of damage to the tissue.

![Figure 14 Comparison of electrode tips for transfection efficiency. OSCs were electroporated using one of five different electrode variables. After 48hrs, sections were imaged under fluorescent dissection scope and imaged for quantification analysis of transfected cells (y-axis).](image)

The primary disadvantage of the electroporation system for transfecting FRET sensors into the tissues is the level of damage caused by the electrical field. After 48hrs at the higher voltage, an inflammatory response at the electrode sites can be seen, producing widespread glial up-regulation, making the imaging of healthy neurons unfeasible. A second problem with the technique is the density at which cells are transfected. As the project relies on the imaging of individual axonal processes over time, as well as consequent automated image analysis, dense stacks of processes and overlapping cells becomes an impairment. Finally, while the area can be targeted by the positioning of the electrode, no specification of cell type is
permitted in the transfection technique itself, showing a high number of transfected astrocytes, as seen in Figure 13. A neuron-specific promoter could be used to avoid this problem.

5.2.2 Viral Transduction

Research into viral transduction as a method of introducing DNA of interest into host cells has been driven largely by its application in gene therapy – the delivery of functional genes into patients with defective DNA to correct mutation-driven disease (Friedmann and Roblin, 1972).

The use of viruses to introduce DNA vectors to living cultures has become hugely popular within neurosciences, particularly due to the difficulty of transfecting neurons, a non-dividing cell type, in tissues.

Three viral vectors were trialled to deliver eGFP to OSCs: adenovirus, lentivirus and adeno-associated virus. Table 1 portrays the different properties of each virus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus Type</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>Targeting Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adenovirus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>Envelope and/or promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ehrengruber et al., 1998)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentivirus</td>
<td>LV</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>Envelope and/or promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Scott et al., 2002)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adeno-associated Virus</td>
<td>AAV</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Serotype selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Duan et al., 2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Comparison of viral vectors for efficiency

As the OSC preparations develop a thick layer of glial cells across the surface, the viral vectors would have to be targeted to prevent mass transfection of non-neuronal cell types. An example of a lack of such targeting can be seen in the case of the adenovirus, whereby a ubiquitous CMV promoter was used, the results of which can be seen in Figure 15-AV.
Figure 15 Comparison of viral transductions in OSCs. GFP was transfected via different viruses into OSCs on a 72hr time period. Images were acquired as a tile scan from 2-photon microscopy. Scale bars = 1mm.
In order to target cells of interest, either the genetic payload can be encoded with a neuron-specific promotor, or the envelope of the virus can be altered. In the case of adeno-associated viruses, the serotype has this innate targeting already present, namely the AAV9 serotype (Foust et al., 2009) which is neuron-specific and is also able to cross the blood brain barrier. Figure 15-AAV shows the specific targeting of neuronal cell bodies after 72hrs incubation with the virus added to its media. Lentiviruses (LV) are also capable of being targeted but by changing the tropism of the envelope via pseudotyping to target cell sub-types.

The results of these topical viral applications highlight a valid method of introducing the FRET sensors into OSCs, however the method has several drawbacks.

Firstly, there is a distinct labelling at the outer perimeter of the slice, most likely due to the virus in solution cascading down and off the surface of the tissue and collecting at the base, on top of the membrane or within the media. This results in prolonged contact with viral particles at just these perimeter sites and so labelling does not occur across the more central regions, where the primary neurons of interest, pyramidal subtypes, would be located.

To overcome this, viruses were also injected via microinjection, whereby a pulled glass needle (Figure 16) was used in combination with a micromanipulator and picospritzer pump to deliver the viral solution at specific, localised regions of the cortex. However, this did not produce any significant levels of GFP-labelling, possibility due to the physical trauma incurred or the low concentrations of viral particles capable of being injected.
The other disadvantage of viral transduction, lies in its inability to seemingly reach the processes of the neurons that fluoresce. As seen particularly in the AAV-infected slices, many neurons are successfully transduced, however only the spherical structures of the somata are seen to express GFP, and not the neuronal processes. This could be due to damage to the cell and as a result, a retraction of its processes; or possibly a transportation/targeting issue on a molecular, cytoplasmic basis. Alternatively, a longer time-scale may have seen eventual movement of fluorescence into the neurites, indeed a time period of 13-15 days has been suggested by Ehrengruber et al. (2001) in the case of AAVs.

5.2.3 Biolistics

5.2.3.1 Introduction to Biolistics

The term ‘biolistic’ has been coined from the words biological and ballistic, describing the transfection of a DNA construct into a cell via coated, high-speed particles. The technique was initially described for punching through the tough walls of plant cells (Klein et al., 1987), however has since been adapted for the use in mammalian cells.

The principle lies in the DNA coating of microcarriers, typically made of gold or tungsten measuring 0.5-2µm in diameter, which are then accelerated using an inert gas, (helium is ideal due to its low density), into the sample placed a short distance away.

The difficulties in this technique lie in the sum of its many variables, requiring the need for optimisation when transfecting under different conditions.

For this project, the BioRad Helios Gene Gun was used (Figure 17), firing gold carriers powered by helium gas.
5.2.3.2 Determining the Optimal Parameters for Biolistic Transfection into Neurons

The Gene Gun system consists of five variable parameters that can be adjusted to obtain optimal transfection rates, explained in Table 2. These can be divided into those affecting bullet preparation and those of the firing itself. The former consists of gold bead diameter choice and the DNA concentration initially used in coating, whilst the latter comprises gas pressure, firing distance and the addition of diffusers between barrel and sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Variations</th>
<th>Positive Effects</th>
<th>Negative Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microcarrier Diameter</td>
<td>0.6-1.6µm</td>
<td>Larger bullets penetrate deeper</td>
<td>Larger bullets cause more trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Concentration</td>
<td>0-3000 ng/µl</td>
<td>Greater Transfection with higher concentrations</td>
<td>Clumping of bullets at higher concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Pressure</td>
<td>100-500 PSI</td>
<td>High pressures provide greater penetration and spread</td>
<td>High pressures cause more damage to the tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firing Distance</td>
<td>5-30mm</td>
<td>Closer distance provides more penetration</td>
<td>Closer distances result in less spread and more damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuser Presence and Material</td>
<td>Steel Gauze, Fine or Coarse Mesh</td>
<td>A present diffuser cushions the impact of excess gas against the tissue</td>
<td>Diffusers can decrease velocity and reduce the number of bullets fired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Variable parameters to optimise for biolistic transfection.

When preparing the microcarriers, the amount of DNA to be precipitated onto the gold is defined as the DNA loading ratio (DLR) and is calculated from the number of cartridges to be made from the preparation, and the amount of gold loaded into each one. The amount of DNA is a compromise between a high-level of genetic material ideally introduced to as many cells as possible, yet not so much as to cause aggregation of the microcarriers, reducing transfection efficiency.

The diameter of the microcarriers is also an important consideration. Too small and the mass is insufficient to travel through the glial layer that forms across OSCs after preparation; yet too large particles could produce more damage to the neurons labelled. Three sizes (0.6µm, 1.0µm and 1.6µm) of carrier, coated with varying concentrations of eGFP DNA (89-2,127ng/µl) were fired into OSCs and then incubated for 48 hours. Micrographs were then taken of the slices and GFP-expressing cells (see Figure 19 for examples) were quantified computationally. The results, seen in Figure 18, highlight the 1µm diameter microcarriers with
the higher DNA concentrations to be ideal for transfections, and so this system was carried forward in future experiments.

To determine the optimal length of time post-transfection for imaging, slices were shot with GFP with the above parameters and then observed via fluorescence microscopy for 10 days at 24hr intervals. Results are displayed in Figure 20. After the initial 24hrs, the relative intensity of the fluorescent signal increases at a linear rate until peaking at five days (120hrs) post-biolistic transfection, upon which a slow rate of decline was observed.

From these experiments, the gene gun, once optimised, appears to be a very capable and targeting method for transfected OSCs. Its high bullet penetration ability also seems to be able to pass through the glial scarring that occurs on the exposed surfaces of the slice, reaching the neurons within. Minimal damage also occurs, with only the cells being transfected successfully being imaged for over two weeks post-shooting.
Figure 18 Comparison of Biolistic Parameters. A comparison of DNA concentration and microcarrier diameter on the number of cells transfected in OSCs, as determined by quantification of images taken after five days via fluorescence dissection scope.

Figure 19 Examples of gene gun parameter differences in relation to transfection efficiency. A shows an OSC after biolistic transfection with 482 ng/µl DNA and 1.5µm carriers, whereas B depicts the same transfection of eGFP with 1966 ng/µl DNA and 1µm carriers.
Figure 20 Intensity of GFP measured after biolistic transfection. OSCs were shot with 2127ng/µl DNA on 1µm gold microcarriers and a population of neurons were followed over ten days. The mean intensity in relation to background was quantified and plotted, showing a peak fluorescent intensity at day 5.

5.3 SYSTEMS TO CARRY FORWARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfection Method</th>
<th>Optimal Settings</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electroporation</td>
<td>25V, 100ms Pulse</td>
<td>Targeted and localised, very little preparation</td>
<td>Electrical damage to tissue, dense labelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral Transduction</td>
<td>AAV</td>
<td>High rate of transfection, low levels of reported cell damage</td>
<td>Expensive to produce, no observed neurite labelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biolistic Transfection</td>
<td>1µm, 2.2µg/µl DNA</td>
<td>Sparse labelling, fast transfection, reproducible, cost-effective</td>
<td>Ballistic damage, lengthy bullet preparation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Comparison of transfection methods for introducing plasmid DNA into OSCs.

From the experiments carried out above, and summarised in Table 3, the transfection method of choice for this project was selected as biolistic transfer. The ease in which the system, once optimised, can be used with bullets made for each FRET sensor and then shot into slices interchangeably and rapidly, along with strong expression just five days later appears ideal for
the use in the project. There is a caveat of ballistic damage to neurons within the OSCs, however when weighed against the advantages and the comparative damage of any transfection technique, it remains most appropriate.

If a more advanced and long-term study was to be attempted in future with a single FRET sensor, more permanent and reproducible options may be utilised, mainly the use of transgenic animals expressing the sensor with a promotor that induces sparse labelling of cortical neurons (e.g. THY-1 as in the GFPm mouse line (Feng et al., 2000)).

Brief screening was performed on an existing mouse line expressing the original, first generation CFP-EPAC-YFP sensor, which is commonly used to monitor cAMP concentrations in cardiac myocytes and other organs within the thorax. However, as the sensor is expressed in every cell within the brain, it is impossible to isolate individual axons for study, let alone the synapses that line them. Sections from one of these transgenic animals is show in Figure 21.

*Figure 21 Expression of CFP-Epac-YFP in a transgenic mouse.* Wide-field images taken under fluorescent dissection microscope (YFP channel) of slices prepared from a mouse expressing the CFP-Epac-YFP sensor ubiquitously. Fluorescent signal is seen in every cell, making it impossible to isolate individual neurons and their processes.
6 DEVELOPMENT OF A CULTURE IMAGING/MANIPULATING SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture Type</th>
<th>Microscope</th>
<th>FRET Measure</th>
<th>Transfection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell Culture</td>
<td>1P, inverted</td>
<td>Ratiometric FRET</td>
<td>Reagent-based (PEI/Lipofection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organotypic Slice Culture</td>
<td>2P, upright</td>
<td>FRET-FLIM</td>
<td>Biolistic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Imaging methods selected for different cultures within this project

Table 4 summarises the previous chapter for the optimal methods of acquiring signal from the chosen FRET sensors in both cell monolayers (HEK cell and primary culture studies) and tissues (OSCs).

In order to manipulate the samples to establish a dynamic range for different FRET sensors, a system for simultaneous drug administration and imaging is required. Traditionally, so called ‘bath’ experiments are used, whereby the drug to be added is simply pipetted topically into the imaging dish and allowed to freely dissociate (Boerner et al., 2011). As I was more interested in specific concentrations of agents, as well as a constant level of saturation, a perfusion system was required for easy exchange of imaging solution. As water-immersible objective lenses were used with both 1P and 2P imaging systems, the samples are permanently submerged in a colourless, ion-balanced imaging solution (see materials for composition). This is the media in which drugs were suspended and administered to samples during imaging.

Several commercial chambers exist for drug administration, however for the specific microscopes being used, the required volume of imaging solution and the size of OSC tissues, a custom system was needed.
In the case of HEK cell studies, an inverted confocal microscope was used to image the cell monolayer that was grown directly onto glass-bottomed petri dishes. Initially, imaging solution was applied from a reservoir gravity fed via tubing and with a tap for flow control, while an aspirator attached to a bent Pasteur pipette removed liquid once it reached a certain height. This preliminary system did allow for media exchange, however was rather cumbersome and resulted in a volume of imaging solution too high to control low doses of drugs being added.

A commercial insert was purchased which allowed for the adherence of a plastic ring to the petri dish via vacuum grease, leaving the glass-bottom portion isolated for filling with and exchanging solution (shown in Figure 22). This was then controlled with a two-channel perfusion pump that could simultaneously administer fresh solution while removing existing liquid at a constant rate.

In the case of the OSCs, the tissues must remain on the membrane they are cultured to in order to stay intact. Therefore, a new option needed to be designed for access from an upright 2-photon microscope with a chamber that could hold the slice and input/output connections for media exchange.

Several 3D printed models were designed and produced to achieve this, the final working version of which is depicted in Figure 23. This insert was then attached to a standard sized glass slide with vacuum grease, thus creating a sealed chamber in the centre for the slice to be placed. In the optimal set up, culture membranes were cut around the tissue, with some excess remaining to then weigh down with a horseshoe-shaped silver bracket, keeping the slice in place during imaging.
Figure 23 Series of prototype 3D printed perfusion systems. The computer-designed (CAD) version of the final printed model is shown above, while versions printed in ABS (red) and PLA (black) plastics are shown below, with various different shapes and features, from left to right: (1) Initial design with low-profile reservoirs for filling and extracting solution; (2) oval-shaped window for reduction in fluid micro-currents; (3) wireframe model for rapid diffusion of solutions [however there are parts that failed to print successfully]; (4) Raised reservoirs and ramping for addition of solutions with higher extraction pool for a higher meniscus.

One problem found with this system was the non-uniform distribution of media exchange across the imaging area, as assessed with coloured solutions passed through the insert and filmed with a digital camera for analysis (Figure 24). This showed that when a dyed solution is pumped from the insert inlet (at the top, on the figure) and removed from the contralateral side, a relatively uniform distribution occurred after ~20 seconds. However, once an immersible, dipping objective lens enters the imaging chamber, the water tension produced causes micro-currents and disruption to the laminar flow, presenting regions of high and low saturation.

To overcome this, a new method of delivery was developed, whereby a 20G syringe needle was secured to contact the object lens itself, above the meniscus of the imaging chamber. As
the solution is then administered slowly, it travels via adhesion down to the lens itself, entering the column of fluid retention between objective and sample. This causes an instantaneous saturation of the solution at the point of contact which then radiates outwards in a laminar pattern, also removing artefacts of peristaltic pump oscillations. The excess solution is still extracted via the outlet reservoir at the edge of the chamber.

From video analysis of saturation at the points marked by asterisks on Figure 24-B, a comparison was made of the perfusion systems with just the side inlet, the side inlet with the dipping objective present, and with the inlet being fed via the objective itself. This is summarised in Figure 24-E. The stable and equal saturation rates achieved with this latter method makes it the choice method for introducing substances to the sample.
Figure 24 Comparison of perfusion systems based on inlet location. A shows a montage of the insert, mounted onto a glass slide with imaging solution coloured with a blue dye pumped through over two minutes. B and C show a close-up of the imaging area after 30 seconds of perfusion with and without a dipping objective assay present, showing the changes in fluid patterns as the blue dye is pumped in. D shows an alternative method of introducing solutions via the dipping objective itself, removing the artefacts of currents forming from a side-based input. The two points marked with asterisks in B and C were measured for changes in concentration (via colour intensity) over 100 seconds for each arrangement: side-inlet without objective, side-inlet with the dipping objective and objective-inlet alone. The use of this latter system appears to remove artefacts and saturation impairments introduced by the dipping lens.
7 FINDING THE BEST SENSOR

7.1 INTRODUCTION TO cAMP SENSORS

A robust readout of a highly-sensitive FRET sensor would be required to measure the minute changes in cAMP concentrations in different sub-compartments of the neurons being investigated.

As cAMP is so ubiquitous in its functions in many places throughout animal physiology, development of FRET sensors to study its activity has been a popular ongoing process over the last two decades (Boerner et al., 2011).

The first sensor, named ‘FICRhR’ after its fluorescein-rhodamine pairing (Adams et al., 1991) utilised a complex construct of two PKA subunits that dissociated upon cAMP binding, thus resulting in a loss of FRET signal. While this led to some striking advances in the understanding of cAMP dynamics, it required direct injection of the fluorophores and so was limited to the large neurons of the sea slug, Aplysia (Bacskai et al., 1993). Seven years later, a genetically encoded form was developed, allowing for far greater flexibility in different systems, utilising a more advanced blue fluorescent protein (BFP)-GFP pair (Zaccolo et al., 2000). Since then, CFP-YFP variations have been constructed, bringing higher photostability, and further information of cAMP dynamics (Nikolaev et al., 2004).

After the discovery of Epac in 1998 (de Rooij et al.), this alternative cAMP recipient became incorporated into CFP-Epac-YFP sensors (DiPilato et al., 2004). These Epac-derived sensors saw improved dynamic range (Ponsioen et al., 2004), FRET efficiency, temporal resolution (Nikolaev et al., 2004) and increased signal to noise, mostly due to their simpler, unimolecular and linear arrangement.

With the advantages of Epac sensors, improvements followed in tandem with advances of fluorescent proteins, principally mTurquoise and later mTurquoise2, surpassing CFP with a
doubled quantum efficiency and single-exponential lifetimes (Goedhart et al., 2010), further increasing the signal to noise ratio and photostability (Klarenbeek et al., 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorescent Protein</th>
<th>Excitation (nm)</th>
<th>Emission (nm)</th>
<th>Brightness</th>
<th>QE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mCherry</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRFP</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTurquoise</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTurquoise2</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mVenus</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRET Pair</th>
<th>FRET Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFP-RFP</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP-mCherry</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTurquoise-VenusVenus</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mTurquoise2-VenusVenus</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Fluorescent protein and their quantum efficiencies as used within this project. Below, the individual FRET pairs have their FRET efficiencies listed. Taken from http://nic.ucsf.edu/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=fluorescent_proteins.

This project was conducted solely on the use of these newer Epac sensors, principally due to their higher sensitivities: a requirement for detecting the subtle changes in cAMP dynamics in a single neuronal process. As a vast range of sensors are now commonly available from several groups, the choice for this project came down primarily to the combination of different donor-acceptor pairs.
In order for FRET to occur, there must be a substantial overlap of the acceptor emission and donor excitation spectra, and so the overarching colour choices are somewhat predetermined: some variant of blue-yellow or green-red. In the original CFP-Epac-YFP sensors, this overlap allows for a relatively robust signal to be detected, however due to the high level of bleedthrough, the spectra would ideally be more segregated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Name</th>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Acceptor</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEpacVV</td>
<td>mTurquoise</td>
<td>2x Venus</td>
<td>Klarenbeek et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2EpacVV</td>
<td>mTurquoise 2</td>
<td>2x Venus</td>
<td>Klarenbeek et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2EpacQ270E[V]</td>
<td>mTurquoise 2</td>
<td>2x Venus</td>
<td>Klarenbeek et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP EpacRFP</td>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>van der Krogt et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFP EpacCh</td>
<td>GFP</td>
<td>mCherry</td>
<td>van der Krogt et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 The FRET sensors used in this project with their respective source papers.

Other considerations in fluorescent protein choice include their proneness to photobleaching, the actual brightness of the expressed fluorophore, the Förster radius, dipole orientation, quantum efficiency, single-exponential lifetime decays and any biological interference with typical cellular function. Of particular concern is the issue of photobleaching when measuring ratiometric FRET recordings (i.e. intensity-based, without FLIM). As the measurement is then a ratio of donor:acceptor fluorescence, bleaching of the donor will create a misleading FRET ratio, whilst acceptor bleaching can do the reverse: counteracting any increases in FRET observed. mVenus consists of an F64L mutation in YFP, accelerating the maturation of the protein and increasing its tolerance to environmental changes including pH and temperature as well as reducing its proneness to photobleaching (Nagai et al., 2002). A direct comparison of HEK cells expressing YFP and mVenus after continuous excitation via confocal imaging is depicted in Figure 25, and displays the resilience of mVenus.
Figure 25 Photobleaching comparison of YFP and its newer variant, mVenus. Plasmids were expressed in HEK293T cells and imaged at fixed laser power and gain for a total of 10 minutes. The change in fluorescence was calculated as the percentage change from baseline recording for each time point (\(100 / \text{Intensity}_0 \times \text{Intensity}_t\)). The YFP signal decreased after 5 minutes, indicated a bleaching of the fluorophore, whilst mVenus maintained a constant level of emission.

All of these factors have led to a shortlisting of five candidate Epac sensors to be trialled (listed in Table 6). First, the ‘blue-yellow’ variants are listed, starting with mTurquoise and a tandem repeat of mVenus. This doubling up of the acceptor has been found to improve signal to noise ratio (Klarenbeek et al., 2011), due mostly to there simply being more targets for donor-emitted photons. An mTurquoise2 sensor has also been included, as well as a version with a single point mutation, all originating from the Jalink lab at the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) (Klarenbeek et al., 2015; Klarenbeek et al., 2011).
Figure 26 Schematic of Epac sensors  (A) The resting, auto-inhibited state of the Epac sensor, unbound to cAMP. DEP = Dishevelled, Egl-10, Pleckstrin, REM = Ras exchange Motif, GEF = guanine nucleotide exchange factor, VLVLE = conserved Val-Leu-Val-Leu-Glu sequence. Note that FRET occurs in this state, as the donor and acceptor fluorescent proteins are within 10nm.  (B) The sensor in its active form with cAMP bound. Due to the fluorophores now being further apart, no FRET signal is recorded. Adapted from Ponsioen et al. (2004).

Also from the NKI, are two green-red sensors, of particular interest to the project due to the nature of imaging live structures with multiphoton imaging systems (van der Krogt et al., 2008). The shift into the higher wavelengths not only allows imaging with lower laser power to prevent unnecessary damage and bleaching, but also minimises detection of alternative sources of fluorescence lifetime in the tissue, for example, autofluorescence, at the lower end of the spectrum.

All of these sensors have an adapted Epac linker region, transforming it from the endogenous Rap1 guanine-nucleotide-exchange factor to a highly efficient ‘collector’ of cAMP molecules. First, the membrane-associating DEP domain has been deleted, preventing the sensor from localising to the cell membrane (Qiao et al., 2002). This not only renders the sensors cytosolic (hugely increasing signal), but also impairs Epac’s function in activating Rap1. Combined with further mutations (T781A and F782A), Ponsioen et al. (2004) found the sensors to be “catalytically dead”, with no Rap1 activation. Second, in their final rendition of the sensor, T2EpacQ270E/V, the Jalink lab added the single glutamine to glutamic acid mutation at position 270, portraying an apparent 2.5x increase in Epac affinity for cAMP. This discovery was first made by Rehmann et al. (2003) who identified that all other cAMP-binding domains consisted the presence of a glutamic acid residue, yet in the case of Epac, this was replaced for glutamine. Switching it drastically increased the affinity (AC50) of the binding site for a cAMP
analogue (Dao et al., 2006). A schematic for the mechanism of conformational change in these FRET sensors is shown in Figure 26. Also note that this system of FRET response is somewhat ‘inverted’ whereby FRET occurs when the sensor is in its inactive, unbound state and then ceases upon cAMP binding. This is beneficial due to a) the confirmation that the sensor is expressing and behaving correctly prior to stimulation and b) a somewhat improved signal to noise ratio from the detection of a loss in signal rather than a net gain.

To determine the most sensitive and best-suited sensors to be carried forward with this project, the candidates were tested in preliminary trials in the different culture mediums highlighted in chapter 5. As the ultimate goal of the project was to record from deep neurons in tissue, both FRET and FRET-FLIM trials were carried out to ensure the greatest sensitivity and dynamic range for each sensor.

7.2 **Analysis of Dynamic Range**

A key indicator for the FRET sensor that will allow for the most accurate readout of cAMP is its dynamic range: i.e. the dynamic range of sensitivity from a baseline level to a saturated concentration of cAMP in the cell of interest.

In order to achieve this maximum value, the cell can be stimulated pharmacologically, in the case of this project, with forskolin. This plant-derivative is an adenylate cyclase activator, which therefore upregulates production of cAMP in most cell types and is used universally to raise its levels reliably (Seamon and Daly, 1981).

For establishing dynamic range, samples were transfected with candidate sensors and then stimulated while being observed for changes in FRET readout. Samples with the strongest responses to stimulation with forskolin would be taken forward to imaging in OSCs under 2P-FRET-FLIM.
7.3 HEK CELL STUDIES

For ease and efficiency of an initial screening phase, HEK293T cells were used as a readily available, easily cultured and well-characterised cell line to test sensors.

![Image of HEK293T cells at different time intervals after seeding](image)

Figure 27 Images taken via bright field microscopy of HEK293T cells at 12 hour intervals after seeding.

In order to establish cAMP changes were indeed being manipulated as to be expected with the appropriate pharmaceutical agents, a cell assay was carried out for cAMP, producing a change in light absorbance based on its absolute concentration. Adenylate cyclase modulators were added to cells immediately prior to the screening to observe changes in intracellular levels of cAMP, as depicted in Figure 28. 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, prevents the degradation of cAMP from enzymatic activity, whilst N-(cis-2-phenyl-cyclopentyl) azacyclotridecan-2-imine-hydrochloride (MDL-12330A) has been shown to inhibit adenylate cyclase activity, thus essentially blocking the effects of forskolin, as demonstrated in the findings. IBMX also shows an increased effect of forskolin, however is more effective in prolonging raised intracellular cAMP concentrations rather than immediate increase.
7.3.1 HEK FRET

As the cells were grown as monolayers directly onto coverslips in culture, an inverted confocal microscope was ideal for imaging, measuring the direct FRET ratiometric values at each time point, before and after forskolin addition.

First, to obtain the reference values for the emission spectra of the sensors being expressed, an $xy\lambda$ scan was recorded, whereby the PMTs scan through a pre-determined range of wavelengths and record intensity. This is shown in Figure 29, a combined plot of the donor, acceptor and complete sensor screened in separately expressing cells. This allows for the precise tuning of the microscope detectors to acquire donor and acceptor signals, with minimal spectral bleedthrough. PMTs were tuned to 455-465nm for mTurquoise acquisition, and 535-545nm for Venus recordings, catching the peak emission wavelengths and avoiding spectral crosstalk.
**Figure 29 Fluorescent Spectra of an mTurquoise-Epac-VenusVenus FRET Sensor.** XYλ scans were acquired using confocal microscopy with a spectral detector, imaging HEK293T cells expressing the mTurquoise donor plasmid alone, the VenusVenus tandem repeated acceptor alone and the fully expressed sensor. The spectral overlap exhibited portrays the necessary spectral criteria for FRET to occur. Each fluorophore was excited with the appropriate laser line (474nm for mTurquoise and 514nm for VenusVenus).
Cells were seeded at a low enough density that individual samples could be isolated during imaging. Utilising the insert specified in Chapter 6, Figure 22, solutions of forskolin could be passed over the adherent cells during imaging at a pre-defined time point. Figure 30 depicts the cytoplasmic expression of the $^7$Epac$^{VW}$ sensor in HEK cells with each individual channel simultaneously recorded; the ratio of which provides the FRET measurement. Note that the sensors being used experience FRET at their resting, unbound state and so the yellow channel is essentially at its maximum intensity prior to the addition of forskolin. Upon activation
via cAMP binding (induced by the addition of forskolin), the sensor undergoes a conformational change, moving the donor and acceptor apart until there is no longer excitation of the latter, resulting in a brighter signal from the donor and a loss in intensity from the acceptor.

To determine the most sensitive sensor, imaging consisted of the expression of each sensor in different HEK cell preparations and recording intensities of both donor and acceptor channels over a period of ten minutes, with the addition of 100µM forskolin at 120 seconds. Images were acquired every ten seconds, a compromise of time resolution and reduction of photobleaching. A typical FRET response is displayed in Figure 31, with a colourmap representative of the ratio of donor:acceptor changing over time.
Each sensor was screened in the above manner to obtain a maximal response, producing the graphs in Figure 33.

From this data, two distinct groups arise, defined by the donor fluorescent protein: GFP or mTurquoise variants. The GFP constructs, GFP-mCherry and GFP-RFP, approximately produce a 50% FRET response, when compared to the 80-100% changes seen from the mTurquoise sensor responses. The sensor with greatest sensitivity was confirmed to be T2EpacQ270E\textsuperscript{VV}, in accordance with the literature from its creator (Klarenbeek et al., 2011), with a FRET percentage change from baseline of 102%.

From this data, the highly sensitive T2EpacQ270E\textsuperscript{VV} was carried forward to the next series of experiments as the prime candidate for measuring synaptic changes. However, due to the nature of multiphoton imaging in a medium prone to light scattering (i.e. OSCs), the best performing GFP sensor, GFP-mCherry, was also taken forward. The higher shifted spectra of
GFP-mCherry reduces the amount of scattering and absorption in deep tissues, producing a higher signal:noise ratio.

![Graph showing FRET ratio over time for different sensors.]

**Figure 33 Comparison of Epac Sensors from the NKI** Forskolin was administered at two minutes across all experiments (black bar) using HEK293T cells. The control is averaged across all sensors using a DMSO vehicle instead of forskolin. 45-60 cells were sampled across five preparations of cells for each sensor.

### 7.3.2 HEK FLIM

The sensors from the ratiometric FRET experiments were then screened using a FLIM system. Initially, FLIM recordings were carried out on a 96-well plate reader system, custom built by the Photonics group at the Imperial College London physics department. The system is unlike
the other microscopes used in the project, as it uses a continuous, filtered white light source to illuminate the samples, in tandem with a CCD and spinning disk to acquire images; as opposed to the laser-derived confocal and multiphoton microscopy arrangements. This also meant that unlike the previous trials involving a perfusion system for drug exchange, solutions were pipetted directly into the well during imaging, producing a small ‘dipping’ artefact that can be seen as a slight deviation from the response in the results shown in Figure 34.

![Figure 34 FRET-FLIM response of Sensors in HEK cells acquired on a plate-reader. 100µM forskolin was added at 120s (black bar). A small ‘dip’ is seen to offset the baseline immediately prior to stimulation (arrow) due to the direct pipetting of the drug into the well in which HEK cells were plated. T2-Epac-Q270E-VV sensor used.](image)

The response is somewhat delayed after forskolin addition, with a more shallow increase in response taking >400 seconds to reach its maximum. This is most likely a response to the ‘bath’ method of drug application, resulting in improperly diffused drug molecules throughout the imaging well.

While this plate reader system is semi-automated and allows for fast acquisition of multiple samples, an adapted confocal system was also used to acquire preliminary FRET-FLIM data in these cells. Figure 35 displays the lifetime decay traces from a laser-based system, consisting of a confocal microscope with an attached FLIM detector and TCSPC system for
photon counting. This approach allows for more photons to be collected over a longer integration time, proving a comprehensive set of points to fit the lifetime decay. Note the lengthening of lifetime (right-shifted curve) upon administration of forskolin, caused by the loss of FRET as the sensor changes in response to increased cAMP production.

![Graph showing lifetime decay of FRET sensor in HEK cells.](image)

*Figure 35 Lifetime Decay of FRET sensor in HEK cells.* Lifetime decay with FRET changes in HEKs. Time correlated photon arrival times plotted to produce a decay curve of fluorescence lifetime in the mT2-EPAC-Q270E-VV sensor, before (black) and after (grey) 100µM forskolin addition. Images were acquired on an SP5 confocal system with a TCSPC system for FLIM.

All five sensors were also screened using this system, the results of which are shown in Figure 36. Unlike the separation of the donor-based sensors seen in the FRET experiments (Figure 33), there is more of an overlap in these FRET-FLIM recordings. However, the strongest responses were also seen in the same two sensors in each category: T2EpacQ270EVV (545ps) and GFP-mCherry (241ps).

From these initial HEK cell experiments, these two sensors were then moved into primary neuron cultures, to test their appropriate responses in a neural environment, whereby cAMP production and activity is altered in the physiology of a different cell type.
Figure 36 FRET-FLIM screening of sensors in HEK cells with confocal microscopy. Cells were imaged on a confocal system with a TCSPC card for photon counting. Forskolin was administered via perfusion pump at 120 seconds (black bar in top graph). The lifetime scales have been separated due to the different donor baselines. The graph below shows the maximum lifetime changes for each sensor generated from the graph above (n=3). The bottom figure depicts example images for the mT2-Q70E-VV response, showing the first seven minutes with forskolin added after two minutes.
7.4 PRIMARY NEURON STUDIES

As an intermediate stage from HEK cells to OSCs, primary neuron cultures were isolated from embryonic mice and grown in vitro. This provides the advantage of a single cell monolayer, ideal for confocal imaging, with some insight into neuronal morphology and expression patterns.

Expression levels of sensors were typically lower in PNCs than in HEK cells, as were the number of healthy transfected cells. This is due to the transfection of neurons in vitro being substantially more difficult than in HEK cells, attributed mainly to their sensitivity to the local microenvironment and thus proneness to chemical damage from transfection reagents (Jiang and Chen, 2006). Aggregation of the sensor was also visible within the cytoplasm for cells with

![Figure 37 Primary neuron cultures in vitro. Left, Expression of the Epac270E sensor in PNCs: A shows the aggregation that can occur with higher concentrations of protein expression, while B shows the absence of such clusters with a reduction of DNA concentration (2µg/µl for A reduced to 1.5µg/µl for B). Right, a double staining with DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (green), showing the nuclei and actin respectively, of the processes and a formation of a monolayered neuronal network in vitro. Both images acquired via confocal microscope. Scale bar = 50µm.](image)

7.4.1 PNC FRET

Expression levels of sensors were typically lower in PNCs than in HEK cells, as were the number of healthy transfected cells. This is due to the transfection of neurons in vitro being substantially more difficult than in HEK cells, attributed mainly to their sensitivity to the local microenvironment and thus proneness to chemical damage from transfection reagents (Jiang and Chen, 2006). Aggregation of the sensor was also visible within the cytoplasm for cells with
the initial 2µg/µl concentration of DNA transfected. (Figure 37-A). This could be due to the mis-folding (Krasowska et al., 2010) or oligomerisation (Costantini et al., 2012) of the fluorescent proteins, and was eliminated when the concentration was reduced to 1.5µg/µl. As this appears to be caused by either over-expression of the sensor or unhealthy cell uptake, these cells were excluded from any quantification.

Due to the somewhat unreliable nature of cultured primary neurons, with combined relatively low survival and transfection rates, the number of sampled cells was lower than the above HEK cell experiments.

Figure 38 portrays the averaged response (n=8) to forskolin with the TSEpacQ270EVV sensor. Despite a stable baseline, and the typical response curve, the dynamic range appears greatly reduced when compared to the HEK cell studies, a 69% reduction in maximum FRET change. This would indicate that either the sensor is less sensitive in this culture, or that the neurons have a higher cAMP level at their resting state, and thus cannot purport a higher change without reaching the minimum FRETting contribution of the sensor (i.e. the resting state is already close to the maximum possible response).
7.4.2 PNC FLIM

PNC FRET-FLIM was recorded on a modified, inverted confocal microscope with output to a hybrid PMT that could be recorded by the TCSPC system for FLIM measurements.

Upon addition of forskolin, lifetime increased by approximately 500ps for the $^{T}E_{pac_{Q270E}}$ sensor, comparable to the HEK experiments in the previous section Figure 39.
Figure 39 PNC 2P-FRET-FLIM Response to forskolin. 100µM forskolin was added at 120 seconds (black bar) to PNCs cultured onto glass coverslips. Images were acquired via confocal microscope with FLIM attachment. Above shows an example set of images for the first seven minutes of the mT2-Q270E-VV experiment.

7.5 OSC Studies

The organotypic slice cultures (OSCs) provide an ideal step towards an in vivo system, providing a more physiological environment and architecture than in PNCs.

As the sections are grown on culture inserts, consisting a synthetic membrane, they cannot be imaged on an inverted microscopy system. This, combined with the nature of the deep
neurons labelled with gene gun transfection, make confocal imaging inappropriate for a reliable ratiometric FRET response, and so this section contains only FLIM measurements of the sensors within the soma of labelled neurons.

7.5.1 OSC FLIM

FRET-FLIM recordings were made by removing the OSC from culture and securing it within the perfusion insert detailed in Chapter 6, Figure 23. This provided a system whereby an upright microscope equipped with a suitable dipping objective lens can image the slice whilst drugs are added and a continuous supply of imaging solution can be maintained.

![Graph showing GFP-mCh and mT2-Q270E-VV sensors response](image)

*Figure 40 Forskolin-induced responses in OSCs for both GFP-EPAC-mCherry and mT2-Epac-Q270E-VV sensors. 100µM forskolin was added at 120 seconds via perfusion system. Images were taken on a 2-photon microscope with FLIM attachment. n = 12 cells across 12 slices for mT2 and n = 10 cells across 10 slices for GFP sensors.*

Further to the previous experiments, the $^{\text{GFP}}\text{Epac}^\text{mCh}$ and $^{\text{T2}}\text{Epac}_{270E}^{\text{VV}}$ sensors were transfected into different 21-28 day old OSCs via biolistic technique. Upon stable expression of the sensors at five days post-transfection, sections were mounted and imaged over a 10 minute time course with the addition of forskolin at the two minute timepoint. The results from the two sensors is show in Figure 40. As was found in the PNCs previously, the resultant FLIM
signal after 100µM forskolin addition showed a higher degree of sensitivity in the mTurquoise2 variant, with a 275ps maximum lifetime change, compared to a 74ps shift in the GFP-based sensor.

### 7.6 Proceeding with the Optimum Sensor

From the above findings, the sensors displaying the highest degree of sensitivity for each red-green and blue-yellow pairs were the $\text{GFP}^\text{Epac}^\text{mCh}$ and $\text{T}^2\text{Epac}_{\text{Q}270\text{E}}^\text{VV}$ sensors respectively.

The FRET-FLIM data for the maximal changes in these sensor’s activity, used to determine sensitivity, is depicted for each culture medium in Figure 41. While the largest change in lifetime appeared in the $\text{T}^2\text{Epac}_{\text{Q}270\text{E}}$ PNCs, the key finding is in the high sensitivity of this blue-yellow sensor in OSCs, when compared to the $\text{GFP}^\text{Epac}^\text{mCh}$ probe. As the levels of synaptic changes can best be observed with OSCs, this highly sensitive readout of cAMP activity from the $\text{T}^2\text{Epac}_{\text{Q}270\text{E}}$ sensor made it the ideal choice for investigating changes in cAMP concentration at sites of synaptic plasticity.

![Figure 41 Comparison maximal FLIM measurement](image)

Mean response after forskolin addition in all mediums and for both GFP-EPAC-mCherry and mT2-Epac-Q270E-VenusVenus sensors.
The higher responses within the HEKs and PNCs could well be due to the accessibility of the forskolin to the cell monolayer, as opposed to potential diffusion issues in OSCs, with neurons being up to 150µm deep. The transfection efficiencies of the sensors into different cultures may also account for the differing levels of sensitivity. HEK293T cells are renowned for their ease of culture and transfection, producing the highest levels of fluorescent intensity and thus protein copy number. While intensity alone should not influence lifetime recordings, it is possible that a greater number of sensor complexes could bind more cAMP within the cells. HEK cells are also not neurons, and thus the role of cAMP in controlling downstream signalling pathways promotes different functionality and therefore different levels of activity would be expected (however, it should be noted that HEK cells do also express voltage-gated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels, regulated via the cAMP-PKA pathway (Gao et al., 1997)).

From this data, it appears that the far greater dynamic range of the mTurquoise2 sensor outweighs any spectral advantage of the GFP-sensor. The previous sections detail its response to a high dose of forskolin, and while this far exceeds the typical, physiological cAMP concentrations expected unstimulated \textit{in vitro}, it highlights a range capable of detecting the small changes occurring in cAMP concentrations at synaptic sites.

In conclusion to this initial optimisation stage of the project, the ideal system for visualising neurons as close to \textit{in vivo} as possible appears to be the OSCs, transfected via gene gun. The sensor of choice is the T2EpacQ270E\textsuperscript{VV} construct, yielding a very high degree of sensitivity to cAMP changes.

In order to assess how these changes occur in relation to synaptic changes, high resolution imaging of synapses is required to determine changes in their size, and therefore strength. Only then can these plastic changes reminiscent of LTP and LTD be correlated to the functional readout of FRET-FLIM recordings.
8 COMBINING cAMP ACTIVATION AND SYNAPTIC STRUCTURAL CHANGES

8.1 RAPID SYNAPTIC CHANGES OCCUR IN OSCS

Typically in response to environmental changes, or direct stimulation to animal sensory systems, rapid synaptic changes occur. In vivo recordings have found pre-synaptic sites to undergo a 7-50% turnover in just seven days in mammals (De Paola et al., 2006; Stettler et al., 2006; Yamahachi et al., 2009). While there is an observed phenomenon of short-term synaptic changes, found on both sides of the synapse (Catterall and Few, 2008; Fioravante and Regehr, 2011) whereby calcium channels undergo modulation on a time scale of milliseconds to seconds; these are only short lasting and thought to underlie information processing, rather than long term storage.

To establish whether synaptic changes could be detected over a time period suitable for FRET-FLIM recordings, transgenic mice endogenously expressing GFP under a Thy-1 promoter were used to establish basal synaptic turnover rates. These ‘GFPm’ mice (Feng et al., 2000), express sparse neuronal labelling of GFP in the cortical regions. OSCs were generated from these mice, and allowed to mature in vitro for at least two weeks for full synaptic establishment.

2-Photon imaging with an upright imaging system was then used to record axonal processes at a high resolution in three dimensions for post-processing bouton analysis.

Initially, images were taken at 24hr time points, to observe gross morphological changes occurring over moderate time periods. Figure 42 portrays the software used, showing how each process is tracked in three dimensions, after which each swelling of fluorescence, the EPBs, are numbered and tracked throughout the time course (Song et al., 2016). An example
of long-term changes can be seen in Figure 43, showing the genesis and degradation of entire synapses over a period of four days.

Figure 42 The EPBscore software  This screenshot shows the comparison of two imaging sessions side by side, with the identification and numbering of each bouton along the axon. By comparing the intensities to the axon backbone, normalised size changes are recorded during the time course, with each EPB tracked throughout.

While this confirms a high rate of turnover for synaptic boutons in OSCs over a manner of days, FRET-FLIM experiments would ideally be carried out over hours, a limitation governed by the survival and physiological health of the cultures once immersed for imaging and kept outside of the incubator.
Figure 43 Synaptic turnover along axons under 2-Photon microscopy. Top-Left image shows the same axon over four days with synapses lost (red) and gained (green) (scale = 5µm). Top-right shows a 2-photon series of tiled images joined together for identifying healthy axons on a macroscopic scales. Bottom image shows the same axon stitched together over a series of images and then aligned for the time series (scale = 500µm).

To assess this, axons in OSCs were selected with high densities of synaptic boutons. These were then imaged at high resolution, and then imaged regularly for 90 minutes. To study net changes in size over this time period, the first and last image sets were then analysed with the EPBscore software to determine changes over time. Interestingly, size changes were seen to fluctuate even within just the first hour of imaging. While there was no overall change in total number of synapses, as seen over days, there was evidence to suggest synapses enlarging and shrinking over hours. The results are shown in Figure 44, showing the distribution of data.
mostly (42%) remaining in the ‘stable’ category, whereby no major change in size was detected.

*Figure 44* EPB Size Changes in OSCs over 90min time period. EPB sizes were calculated using EPBscore software which measures bouton intensities compared to the axonal backbone. Left shows the raw plots for the 47 boutons recorded with the change in size (size of bouton at t90-t0). Right shows a histogram of the boutons imaged.
8.2 cAMP COMPARTMENTALISATION

From transfections of the $^{T2}\text{Epac}_{Q270E}^{VV}$ sensor in OSCs, and with high magnifications on a multiphoton, FRET-FLIM system, compartmentalisation of signal can be seen to cluster along the axon, at sites of EPBs. This implies a reduction in FRET, suggesting a higher cAMP concentration at pre-synaptic sites. An example of this can be seen in Figure 45, with boutons indicated by white arrowheads, when compared to the axon backbone (grey arrowhead). This level of resolution and signal to noise ratio verifies that the selected sensor is capable of detecting these minute changes in signal revolving around endogenous cAMP compartments in neurons.

Due to the limitations of time-resolution in FLIM imaging, i.e. the long periods in which photons are counted, the image must be binned at a relatively low resolution, typically 256px$^2$. Due to the lengthy acquisition time, three dimensional imaging is prohibitively slow, and thus all images acquired in only two dimensions. This limits the ability and accuracy for structural changes to be measured using the EPBscore software.
To circumvent this, multiphoton z-stacks were acquired along with FLIM photon counts simultaneously. This is achieved by allowing the microscope software controlling 2-photon scanning to run concurrent optical sections as an xyzt series, with approximately six full stacks per minute. The FLIM detector counts all photons received, regardless of z-position resulting in a mean mapping of the entire stack, the same result as an average projection of the images applied in post-processing. This also has the advantage of taking the lifetimes of fluorescence molecules located throughout the cytoplasm, not just in the sub-micron section in focus. It also provides a useful antidote to z-section drift of the sample during imaging, an issue exacerbated by temperature equilibrations upon bringing 37°C sections onto a room temperature imaging platform.

The synapses themselves accumulate a high concentration of fluorescent proteins, in comparison to the axon backbone. This is due to the swelling of the process, drawing in a greater volume of cytoplasm and with it the fluorescent sensor. It is this higher level of intensity that the EPBscore software that measure bouton size and strength is based upon. In the case of cAMP compartmentalisation, there is a possibility that the increased sensor intensity at the synaptic sites could somewhat skew the resulting cAMP concentration observations. This could be a direct influence from there being more copies of the sensor, which can in turn lead to inter-cellular FRET signals (Ashkenazi et al., 2014), whereby the donors from one sensor complex can FRET with the acceptor of another. Other possible influences could be from the local micro-environments at the synapse (e.g. pH) affecting the fluorescent proteins (Ishii et al., 2007).

To control for this, the donor of mTurquoise2 alone was transfected into slices and the same experiment was carried out, imaging over a 90 minute time window and monitoring boutons along the axon. In total, 6 axons from different slices, along with their boutons (21 in total), were then pooled together and compared to their respective backbones, showing no significant difference (t-test, p>0.1) in lifetime between bouton and axon. An example of this from one slice is depicted in Figure 46.
Figure 46 Donor expression only of mTurquoise2. The donor construct alone was transfected into OSCs and axons were imaged with EPBs present (white arrows). The left image shows an intensity-based projection for structural information, while the right image shows the fluorescent lifetime measurements across the region of interest. Scale bar = 5µm.

8.2.1 Compartmentalisation is maintained even after drug induced changes

Upon addition of forskolin to slices being imaged, compartmentalisation of cAMP signal within the boutons is preserved, showing a tandem rise in cytoplasmic concentration, yet spatially segregated from the surrounding axon.

Images were segmented to isolate a portion of axon backbone that did not undergo morphological changes as well as the boutons that could be clearly identified and resolved. The lifetimes were then fitted and the mean difference between them was calculated across the entire time series, providing a value of 173±23ns (n=11) difference. Lifetime differences at the initial time point and at the peak response after forskolin addition were then averaged and compared to reveal a ‘catching up’ axon baseline to bouton of 72ns (t-test, p<0.01), shown in Figure 47.

These results would indicate not only a segregation of cAMP concentration within en passant boutons, but also either a localised upregulation, caused by adenylate cyclase complexes
native to the synapse (Bonci and Williams, 1996; Williams et al., 2001); or an increased level of intracellular trafficking of cAMP to the synapses, preserved during adenylate cyclase stimulation, made possible by the rapid diffusion of cAMP through the cytosol from isolated adenylate cyclase receptors in the plasma membrane (Kotaleski and Blackwell, 2010).
Figure 47 cAMP compartmentalisation preserved when forskolin is added. Top: Plot of lifetime over time series of axons with individual boutons sampled and compared to the surrounding axon backbone. 100µM forskolin added at 120 seconds. Middle: Images from the dataset showing an axon with EPB before and after stimulation showing lifetime. Bottom: comparison of the peak values between axon backbones and EPBs at the maximal responses after forskolin stimulation. At $t_0$, before the addition of forskolin, there is a difference of 173ps between the lifetime of the boutons and axon backbone. Upon addition of forskolin, at the maximum response, $\Delta_{\text{max}}$, the difference between boutons and axon has reduced to 107ps. $n=12$ boutons across 3 axons in 3 slices.
8.3 Increased cAMP Levels are Detected at Sites of Synaptic Strengthening

By combining the multiphoton images generated from the acquisition software and the FLIM data acquired from the TCSPC equipment, the volumes and volume changes of pre-synaptic sites can be directly correlated with cAMP concentrations.

First, the three dimensional optically sectioned images that were obtained as high resolution stacks before and after the time window were processed using the EPBscore software, effectively scoring bouton size and intensity in relation to the axonal backbone. The same boutons were then segmented with the FLIMfit software and the lifetime decay was fitted for each 60s timepoint over the imaging session. An area of the axon that did not undergo synaptic events was also segmented to provide a baseline value. These lifetimes were then averaged, the baseline was subtracted, and these lifetime differences were combined with the EPBsore readout to provide a dataset of both size change and FLIM signal for each synapse in comparison with its axon.

Upon plotting of the data, a trend became apparent for synapses that showed in increase in size over the imaging period, also displaying an increased lifetime when compared to the axonal backbone on which they were situated (Figure 48). When the distribution of synaptic change is compared to the data collected from GFP-expressing OSCs from section 8.1, the mean synaptic changes are calculated as 0.1105 for the baseline, no FRET sensor group, and 0.2410 for this FLIM-measured series. These are not significantly different (p>0.1), indicating that the distribution of synaptic changes were not affected by the FRET sensor or imaging protocol.

To interpret the data, two groups were defined: synapses that increased in size over the 90 imaging period, and those that remained stable or decreased (enlarged and non-enlarged, respectively). These groups were isolated via k-means cluster analysis. This method clusters statistically similar groups, derived from comparisons of their data attributes (Kanungo et al.,
2002; Scott and Knott, 1974). Using this method, as opposed to simply segregating groups based on positive or negative integers in size, allows for unbiased separation and accounts for possible noise in the systems, both optically and biologically: as seen from the clusters, size changes of between 0 and $\pm 0.25$ are discarded from the enlarged group, suggesting these are within baseline error rates.

This data is displayed in Figure 48, whereby each data point represents an en-passant bouton either growing or shrinking (x-axis) with a higher or lower lifetime than the axonal backbone (y-axis). The different series represent the different $k$ clusters, namely the enlarged boutons (red, $n=23$) and the non-enlarged (black, $n=35$).
Figure 48 Correlation of cAMP concentration (FRET-FLIM) with bouton size changes (2P). Above: Individual synapses plotted by their change in size (according to a change in the bouton:backbone ratio at t0 and t90) vs the changes in FRET lifetime recorded. Therefore, the top-right portion (positive in both axes) depicts synapses that grew in size and displayed an increased cAMP concentration. The red and black data points represent the enlarged and non-enlarged clusters respectively after k-means cluster analysis. Bottom: Pooling of these two clusters and plotting of averaged cAMP signal. n = 59 total synapses across 21 axons with 1 axon per slice.

The different groups can then be compared statistically, first identifying that there is a significant difference in lifetime (and therefore presumably cAMP concentration) in the synapses between them (p<0.01, two-tailed student’s t-test, assuming equal variance), yet linear regression showed no correlation (R²=0.03) in the enlarged group.
This suggests that the increased concentration of cAMP is found almost entirely in enlarging, and therefore strengthening, boutons, yet there is no linear relationship in size change and cAMP concentration. There was also no significant correlation via linear regression of cAMP concentration within boutons that remained stable or decreased in size. This shows an association between cAMP-dependent pathways and the strengthening of synapses, theoretically LTP-inducing, however was not observed in weakening (suggestive of LTD) and stable boutons.

This is concurrent with the findings of other groups, who have shown the upregulation of cAMP at synapses undergoing LTP (Huang et al., 1994; Weisskopf et al., 1994a). However, a marked decrease of cAMP sites of LTD has been reported (Atwood et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2008; Tzounopoulos et al., 1998), yet was not significantly observed in the data.
9 MATERIALS AND METHODS

9.1 DNA

9.1.1 Constructs

9.1.1.1 FRET sensor constructs
Plasmids for the FRET sensors H74, H126 and H134 were kindly donated via MTA from the lab of Kees Jalink from the Netherlands Cancer Institute (Klarenbeek et al., 2011).

The CFP-EPAC1-YFP and CFP-EPAC2-YFP sensors were obtained from the lab of Dr. Ulrike Zabel, University of Würzburg.

9.1.1.2 Fluorescent Proteins
mCherry (pmCherry-C1, Clontech), eGFP (peGFP-N1, Clontech) were kindly donated by Dr. Alex Sardini.

mTurquoise, Venus and eCFP were provided by the Kees Jalink Lab.

9.1.2 Amplification
Plasmid DNA to be amplified was transformed into One Shot® TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli (ThermoFisher Scientific) using the ‘rapid chemical transformation procedure’: Centrifugation of samples, thawing of cells on ice, addition of 5µl DNA, five minute incubation on ice and then direct spreading onto LB agar plates at 37°C. Depending on the antibiotic resistance within the plasmid (namely Kanamycin or Ampicillin, Sigma), plates were prepared from molten LB agar mixed with 50µl/ml of the appropriate antibiotic.

After overnight incubation, isolated colonies were selected with a pipette tip and were used to inoculate LB Broth with appropriate antibiotic for another 12-16hrs.
Purification of plasmids were then carried out with a range of QIAGEN Plasmid purification kits: Mini, Maxi and Giga sizes following the respective protocols.

To assess levels of protein contamination and DNA concentration, samples were then taken and analysed via the Nanodrop (Themo Scientific) System, being loaded after blanking with the same elution buffer.

9.1.3 Sequencing

Sequencing of amplified plasmids was performed to confirm the amplification of correct DNA sequences. Primers were designed with the use of the Geneious software (Biomatters Ltd.) suite and in line with typical primer requirements (appropriate annealing temperature and length).

Samples were combined with primers and processed in house by the sequencing facility before being checked against template strands in the aforementioned software.

9.2 Animals

For initial bouton observations, Thy1-GFP-M transgenic animals were used (Feng et al., 2000), sparsely expressing GFP in excitatory neurons in both cortical and sub-cortical regions.

To screen for GFP positive animals, ear notches were taken and then viewed under dissection microscope under the appropriate filter and wavelength to observe GFP-expressing cells in the epithelial tissues of the pinna.

For sensor tests, as the animals needed to be void of any transgenic fluorescent signal, wild-type CD1 animals were used (Harlan).

All experiments were carried out in accordance with the United Kingdom Animals Scientific Procedures Act of 1986. In addition all procedures were authorized via personal licence, held under the project licence of the Neuroplasticity and Disease group.
9.3 LIVE CULTURES

9.3.1 HEK Cell Culture

Initial expression of fluorescent proteins and sensors were tested in human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293Ts).

Cells were grown in volume in T175 (ThermoScientific) culture flasks, and initially seeded at 4.6x10^6. Maintenance media constituting: 445ml DMEM (Gibco), 5ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (Sigma) and 50ml foetal bovine serum (Sigma) was used to supply cell requirements. Three times per week, cells were split by: removing media, washing with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), applying trypsin (Trypsin + EDTA, Sigma), five minute incubation at 37°C, further PBS wash and then application of fresh media. The passage count was kept below 60 to avoid excessive divergence from the parent line. Cultures were kept at 37°C with 5% CO₂.

Cell were counted via haemocytometer, and viability was assessed using a Guava easyCyte flow cytometer (Millipore).

For confocal imaging experiments, cells were seeded onto glass-bottom 35mm petri dishes (MatTek) at a seeding density of 0.3x10^6 and allowed at least 48hrs to adhere to the base and equilibrate. No coating was required for cell adhesion.

For plate-reader experiments using the photonic’s group microscopes, HEK cells were cultured onto optically clear 96-well plates (VisionPlate 96) at a seeding density of 5x10^4.

9.3.1.1 HEK cell transfection

Transfections were performed with polyethylenimine (PEI, SIGMA), which provided the highest rates of transfection compared to calcium carbonate and lipofectamine based methods. For a 35mm dish, 12µl PEI per 2µg of DNA was mixed into 2ml serum-free media, and applied to the cells for 3 hours. A full exchange of serum-enriched media then completed the process, with visibly transfected cells appearing within 24hrs for CMV-promoted plasmids.
9.3.1.2 cAMP ELISA

For establishing cAMP concentration responses to pharmaceutical stimulation, the Cyclic AMP XP Chemiluminescent Assay Kit (Cell Signalling Technologies, #8019) was used with HEK293T cells in culture.

The procedure consisted of first dissociating cells from culture, lysing to produce a homogenous solution, stopping the reaction and then incubating with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated to PKA. This produced a varying absorbance spectrum linked to absolute cAMP concentration, run in tandem with a serially diluted cAMP standard (2.4µM) to produce a standard curve to extract concentration values from.

The 96-well plate was analysed via photospectroscopy (ThermoFischer Plate Reader) and levels of absorption at 450nm were converted to concentrations.

9.3.2 Primary Neuronal Culture

Primary neuron cultures were prepared initially by myself, but then continued by Anna Slaviero of the animal physiology team (APT). The following protocol is an adapted method from Lesuisse and Martin (2002) and Kaech and Banker (Kaech and Banker, 2006).

Animals were time-mated and plug-checked to determine embryonic ages of female pregnant mice between 6 weeks and 6 months of age. At embryonic day 17-18 (E17-18), females were euthanized via cervical dislocation and an incision was made across the abdomen to reveal the uterus. This was then cut along the cord to open up the sacs using blunt dissection techniques, removing the membrane to reveal the embryos for removing onto plates. The heads were then removed and placed into PBS on ice to store during cerebral dissection. Under PBS, the cortices were then removed using forceps and scissors, with the skull being only a thin membrane at this point, no stronger tools were required. The meninges were then removed with forceps using a peeling action, with care taken not to damage the tissues. Cortices were then transferred to another dish of ice-cold PBS.
Under a laminar flow hood, extraction of cells was performed carefully and in a highly sterile environment. First, PBS was aspirated off, with only enough to keep cortices submerged remaining. The tissues were then gently dissociated with the side of a scalpel blade, with extremely light strokes made over the cortices. 2ml of trypsin was then added to the dish and then transferred with tissue to a 15ml tube (BD, Falcon) and incubated for 20 minutes in a water bath at 37°C. The tube was then removed, with care taken not to resuspend the tissues that have descended. Trypsin solution was then removed via aspiration to leave only cells. 2ml of 37°C DMEM and FBS (GIBCO, SIGMA) was then added and the tissue was resuspended using a plastic transfer pipette. Once homogeneity was achieved after approximately 12 repetitions with the pipette, a 1ml pipette tip was then used with a P1000 pipette (Gibson) to further resuspend the cells. 10ml DMEM+FBS was then added and the solution was centrifuged at 1500rpm for a total of three minutes.

The supernatant was then discarded via aspiration and 5ml of neurobasal media was added (GIBCO), with 20% more applied to larger pellets. The pellet was then resuspended to evenly distribute cells through the media. Coated 35mm petri dishes (BD) were then filled with 3ml warmed PNC media each. 300µl of cells were then pipette onto the centre of each plate, with minimal disruption, promoting higher densities of cell populations. Plates were then placed at the back of a 37°C, 5% CO₂ incubator, ensuring adequate CO₂ supply was received.

Plates used for culture PNCs were coated prior to dissection in order for cell adhesion to occur. For 5cm dishes, the following protocol was used for coating: 200µl PolyL-Lysine at 1mg/ml was diluted in 20ml PBS, with 1ml of this solution added to each plate and left for four hours to overnight. The lysine solution was then removed via aspiration and plates were further washed three times with sterile PBS. 1ml of 100µl Laminin (SIGMA) disulted in 10ml PBS was then added to each plate and left overnight at 37°C in an incubator. This was then removed the next day and plates were stored under PBS at 4°C until ready to use.

Cultures were then checked after 24 hours and dying/dead cell- containing cultures were discarded. After 48hrs, a further 1ml of neurobasal media was added. From then on, media
was exchanged every 4-5 days. This was performed as a half change, whereby 2ml of media is removed from the total 4ml and replaced with fresh media. If a lot of debris was present, the existing media was syringe-filtered with 0.22µm pore filters.

PNC media consisted of: 500ml Neurobasal media (GIBCO), 10ml B27 supplement (50X, GIBCO), 5ml Streptomycin/Amphotericin B (Life Technologies), 750µl Glutamine 200mM (GIBCO), 1µl β-mercaptoethanol (SIGMA). The trypsin solution for cell dissociated was made up from 2.5ml Trypsin/EDTA (Life Technologies) and 7.5ml PBS.

9.3.2.1 PNC Transfection

Transfections of PNCs were carried out using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) using an adapted protocol from Dalby et al. (2004). 0.8µl of DNA to be transfected was diluted in 50µl OptiMEM (Life Technologies), a serum-free media. 2µl Lipofectamine 2000 was then diluted in 50µl OptiMEM and allowed to stand for 10 minutes at room temperature. The DNA and lipofectamine solutions were then combined allowed to form complexes for 20minutes at room temperature. This provides the approximate 100µl of transfecting solution for one 35mm culture, and so was multiplied by the number of samples to be transfected. Once added, the cultures are left in the incubator for four hours and then topped up with standard PNC media.

9.3.3 Organotypical Slice Culture

OSCs were prepared from a protocol adapted from (Gogolla et al., 2006a).

A 6-well plate (BD) was prepared by adding 1ml of OSC media to the well and then adding a PTFE 0.22µm membrane culture insert (PICM0RG, MiliPore) to rest on top and stored in a 37°C incubator until ready for use.

Pups were taken at P3-P5. First, the head was removed with surgical scissors and excision of the brain was carried out by first removing the skin, and then cutting through the skull with fine scissors.
Brains were then removed using a curved blade and submerged in ice-cold OSC media as quickly as possible. Under dissection microscope, the cortices were then removed, carefully avoiding the midbrain. Each cortex was then placed on a tissue chopper and 400µm sections were made using 60% blade force and 30% speed. Slices were then washed into ice-cold media and hemispheres were kept separate.

The slices were then dissociated via flame-smoothed glass Pasteur pipette, broken along the shaft to produce a wider aperture. Pipetting up and down separated the slices with minimal mechanical trauma incurred.

Slices were then left on ice for at least 30 minutes before being placed back under dissection microscope to select for the best specimens, using plastic inoculation loops to gently tease apart conjoined sections.

Selected slices were then individually pipetted onto the membrane inserts in the 6-well plates prepared earlier, one section per insert. After 5-10 minutes, excess media was removed via aspiration and finally plates were moved to a 37°C, 5% CO₂ incubator.

Slices were then maintained by replacing all media with fresh OSC media twice per week and would usually remain healthy for 2-4 months.

OSC media was made up from 394ml sterile water, 6.304g MEM Hanks Powder (GIBCO), 0.5ml 1M CaCl₂, 1ml 1M MgSO₄, 0.22g NaHCO₃, 100ml heat inactivated horse serum (Life Technologies), 5ml 100X Antibiotic Antimycotic Solution (10,000 units penicillin, 10 mg streptomycin and 25µg amphotericin B /ml, SIGMA), 24µl 25% Ascorbic Acid, 0.5ml 1mg/ml insulin (Life Technologies). This was pH adjusted to 7.27, osmolarity adjusted with distilled water to 300osm and sterile filtered at 0.22µm. Stored at 4°C for up to one month.

9.3.3.1 Electroporation

Electroporation trials, as detailed in section 5.2.1, were carried out with glass electrodes (Harvard Apparatus), pulled on an electrode puller (Harvard). Silver wire (250µm, RS
Components) was then used inside the electrode and coiled up to be used a ground electrode when required. Electronic pulses were delivered using an electroporator (Nepagene) set at either 25V or 50V, running at 100ms trains every 50ms. Oscillator recordings were taken in parallel with the anode.

When constructing electrodes for different trials, 250µm silver wire was manipulated to fit a 10µl pipette tip. This included the use of a flame to melt and pull wire into fine points, as well as epoxy adhesives to attach it to the tip.

9.3.3.2 **Viral Transduction**

The viruses used were AV-CRE-EGFP, LV-GFP and AAV9-SYN-EGFP. Aliquots were defrosted and used within 2 freeze-thaw cycles and 10 µl was topically applied to slices and left to transduce for 1-4 days.

9.3.3.3 **Gene gun**

Biolistic transfection was carried out with the Helios Gene Gun (BioRad) with different preparations of bullets.

9.3.3.3.1 **Bullet preparation**

First, a total of 50µl of DNA solution was made up with up to 50µg DNA diluted in the distilled water to match the total volume. Up to 8mg of the selected diameter gold particles were then weighed out and set aside. 100µl 0.05M spermidine was added to the gold and sonicated for approximately twenty seconds whilst dipping the microcentrifuge tube in and out of the sonicator, preventing over sonication. The DNA solution was then added to the gold along with 100µl CaCl₂, the latter added drop-wise while vortexing simultaneously to avoid precipitation. DNA was then left to precipitate onto the gold particles for 10 minutes at room temperature. DNA was then centrifuged for 30 seconds to pellet the bullets. This was followed by three washes of new, unopened ethanol with sonication and centrifugation between each step.
The pellet was then resuspended in 3.5ml 50µg/ml polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) dissolved in ethanol. This was performed 200µl at a time to ensure complete transfer. One metre of plastic tubing was connected to 0.4bar of oxygen-free nitrogen on a rotating stand to enable complete drying of tubing for 20 minutes minimum.

The tubing was then connected to a 10ml plastic syringe (BD) and the gold-PVP solution was drawn up into the tubing. This was then left to settle in the tubing for five minutes before tubing was rotated 90° and then 180° to fully coat the lumen. The PVP solution was then drawn off slowly and then nitrogen was reapplied for 10 minutes with continuous tube rotation to complete drying.

Tubing was then cut into 12mm sections with a razor blade and stored in glass vials with a desiccation pellet present to remove residual moisture.

9.3.3.3.2 Biolistic firing protocol

Gene gun components – the barrel, membranes and magazine, were perpetually stored under 70% ethanol to prevent contamination. These were first air dried in a laminar flow cabinet. Individual tubing sections coated with the DNA-Gold to transflect were inserted into the revolving magazine at pre-allocated positions. The gauze was then attached to the barrel and this was screwed into the gene gun along with the insertion of a 9V battery. Medical-grade helium was then connected via specialised regulator (BioRad) and a pressure of 200bar was applied.

Upon complete charging of the equipment, one empty chamber was fired to clear out the barrel, followed by the positioning of the barrel 2-3cm above the section to be shot and bullets were then discharged in order.

Brain slices were then placed back in the incubator and monitored for plasmid expression.

9.4 DRUGS
The drugs used for modulating changes in cAMP levels during live cell imaging trials were: Forskolin (Sigma, F6886), 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine – IBMX (Sigma, M2547) and MDL-12,330A (Santa Cruz, 40297). The cAMP analogues were 8- Bromo- 2'- O- methyladenosine-3', 5'- cyclic monophosphate, acetoxymethyl ester ( 8-Br-2'-O-Me-cAMP-AM ) and 8- Bromo-2'- O- methyladenosine- 3’, 5’- cyclic monophosphate ( 8-Br-2’-O-Me-cAMP ) (both BioLog, B022 & B028 respectively). Finally, ionomycin (Sigma, I9657) was used to stimulate Calcium release with the Troponin-C sensor. All compounds were dissolved in either DMSO or distilled water, as recommended in their data sheets. Unless otherwise state, forskolin was used at 100µM.

9.5 SOLUTIONS

9.5.1 Physiological Solution –HEK Cells

HEK293T cells were imaged in an ion balanced, physiological solution buffered with HEPES in the case of unenclosed microscopes. This was omitted in the case of SP5 experiments that included a CO₂ perfusion system and maintained acidic pH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>KCL</th>
<th>MgCl2</th>
<th>CaCl2</th>
<th>HEPES</th>
<th>D-Glu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130mM</td>
<td>5mM</td>
<td>0.5mM</td>
<td>2mM</td>
<td>10mM</td>
<td>5.5mM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7 Physiological solution for HEK cell imaging.*

The above salts were dissolved in sterile water and pH adjusted to 7.4. Osmotic balance was maintained at 280-300osm.

9.5.2 Artificial cerebrospinal fluid – OSCs

When imaging OSCs, an artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) was prepared, allowing for maintenance of ion and osmotic balance during imaging. The last two salts were added on the day of experiment to prevent precipitation over time. This was pH adjusted to 7.3 and adjusted to meet 300osm.
9.6 Perfusion System

In order to establish optimum solution exchange, a perfusion setup consisting of a plastic insert and a micro-dialysis pump were utilised. For HEK cell studies, a 35mm petri dish insert (Harvard Aparatus) was affixed via vacuum grease (Sigma) to the inside of a glass-bottom 35mm imaging dish (MatTek). For OSCs, a custom 3D printed insert was adhered to a standard glass imaging slide with grease. To construct this insert, a MakerBot Replicator I (MakerBot Industries) filament extrusion 3D printer was used with both ABS and PLA plastics (MakerBot Industries). An acetone-plastic ‘slurry’ was applied to the base plate prior to building to aid adhesion and minimise warping. Base plate temperatures were set at 110-120°C, whilst extrusion heads were set to 220°C for ABS and 205°C for PLA. CAD designs were made using Cinema4D (MAXON) software for customised renderings, and then the programming language and environment openSCAD (www.openscad.org) for full virtual design. The ReplicatorG (www.replicat.org) software then allowed for the toolpath to be created into GCODE and parameters for print speed and temperatures were allocated. Each insert took approximately 40 minutes to build. To promote smooth surfaces, some inserts were subjected to a vaporised acetone chamber, whereby 3ml of acetone was applied beneath the structure on an aluminium foil raft and placed in a glass chamber on top of a 60°C hotplate for 20 minutes, smoothing the surface of the model.

The 2-channel perfusion pump (REF) was used with micro-dialysis tubing (Cole-Palmer) of 3mm internal diameter, and 6mm outer diameter. This allowed for attachment of a 20G syringe needle for attachment to either inserts or dipping objective lens. The inlet for the solution was a 50ml centrifuge tube (BD Falcon) with holes made on top for tubing, and was connected to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>HEPES</th>
<th>NaHCO3</th>
<th>D-Glu</th>
<th>KCL</th>
<th>NaH2PO4</th>
<th>MgCL2</th>
<th>CaCl2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130mM</td>
<td>20mM</td>
<td>2mM</td>
<td>25mM</td>
<td>2.5mM</td>
<td>1.25mM</td>
<td>2 mM</td>
<td>2mM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 Artificial CSF solution for OSC imaging.
a tubing 3-way tap (Harvard Aparatus) which allowed for two reservoirs (one containing vehicle and one with drug solution) to be switched between during imaging. The outlet from the insert was sent via the pump to a waste container.

Calibrations for pump speeds were carried out using phenol red dyes and a spectrophotometer to assess the rates of diffusion and speed of full saturation of samples. Unless otherwise stated, the pump rate was set to 25%, a media exchange speed of 1.1ml/min.

Washes of 1% DMSO in sterile PBS were used to rinse the system of residual drugs in between imaging trials.

9.7 Single Photon Imaging

Ratiometric FRET recordings in cell monolayers, utilised a commercial SP5 (Leica) inverted confocal microscope. Laser lines and powers were as follows: Argon 80% (this high power reduces laser oscillations in a gas-laser system), 488nm 3% for eGFP.

Imaging of live cells was performed on a Leica SP5 II confocal with the manufacturer’s LAS software. For blue-yellow sensors, an excitation laser of 458nm was used, while the donor and FRET channels were recorded through PMTs with detection bandwidths tuned to 462-494nm and 587-673nm respectively. For red-green sensors, an excitation laser at 476nm was used, and PMTs of 484-541nm and 587-737nm.

Unless otherwise stated, images were captured at 700Hz using z-stacks of 10-13 planes, every 10 seconds across one or two ROI’s.

To maintain temperature and allow for the exchange of drugs across the sample, a two-channel peristaltic pump was used connected to a reservoir of imaging solution and attached to a customised insert that affixes to the MatTek glass-bottomed dish. A second line was connected to withdraw liquid from the sample from a certain level. The entire set up was kept
in a thermostatically-controlled case at 37°C. Air with 5% CO₂ was added to provide optimal imaging conditions and maintain pH acidity for culture health.

### 9.8 Two Photon Imaging

Two photon imaging for this project took place across three different microscopes on different campuses.

The system used for morphological experiments with GFP in slice cultures was a commercially available 2P laser scanning microscope (Bruker – formerly Prarie Tech.) being supplied via tuneable Ti-Sapphire laser (Coherent). Images were acquired via the PrairieView software suite, also controlling the laser centre wavelength. For this system a 40X (numerical aperture 0.8) or 20X (NA 0.9) (Olympus) water-immersion objective was used ranging from optical zooms of 1-4 each.

A similar system was used at the Max Planck Florida Institute, rather it was controlled via ImageScan MATLAB software and utilised a 63X immersion lens.

For the bulk of the data acquired requiring FLIM recordings, an adapted upright SP5 (Leica) single-photon system was adapted to receive multi-photon input from a MaiTai eHP DeepSee laser (Newport). This system was fitted with a 25X 0.95NA water-immersion lens.

The FLIM detector was a BH150 (Beckler & Hickl) being run on an additional workstation with the included SPCimage acquisition software and coupled with an appropriate PMT.

An instrument response function (IRF) was recorded at the start of each experimental day using gold nanorods (Sigma). The decay was finely sampled (256 binning) and then imported into FLIMfit software to aid fitting of sample data.
9.9 **IMAGE ANALYSIS**

9.9.1 **Grid Scan Stitching**

For multiphoton imaging of large sections at high resolution, the Bruker PrarieView software allows for a series of z-stacks to be acquired in a grid layout, with a specified overlap to enable stitching of images.

While ImageJ and other imaging software have the ability to automatically join images (typically just two-dimensional media), the order of scanning and file writing form PrarieView is incompatible. Therefore a custom MATLAB script was written to place images in order, accepting direct input from the 2Photon imaging folders.

First, the filename was generated from user-selection of the first file in the series. This was then followed by input of the system-generated metadata file, containing the number of images and the coordinates of each image. This then allowed for the conversion of coordinates into pixel locations, which allowed for mapping of the matrices. A blank matrix was first created of the coordinates for which the grid scan to be studied was represented, and then pixels in the images were simply copied over in a linear fashion to essentially copy a series of coordinate-ordered pixels into their respective positions on the final image. This was then stamped with each of the filenames per image in order to identify where each image was located and then exported as a full-sized tiff for later analysis.

9.9.2 **EPBScore**

Automated and unbiased measurements of neuronal features represents a known bottleneck of neuroimaging modalities. The neuroplasticity and disease lab have developed EPBscore, a MATLAB-based system that can track and measure the size (i.e. strength) of boutons along axons over time based on their intensities when compared to the axonal backbone. This has previously been validated via electron microscopy (Grillo et al., 2013).
The software accepts TIF stacks generated by PrairieView software at different time points. It then aligns the images across time points and compares the sizes of boutons over time by comparing pairs of images. The output is then a dataset consisting of relative bouton sizes and the turnover ratio for the entire axon can then be calculated as a measure of synaptic remodelling.

### 9.9.3 Ratiometric FRET Quantification

To extract the FRET ratios from the image stacks acquired, two different approaches were investigated to determine the optimal system, one using MATLAB and the other Velocity. Both systems were used with a workflow described in Figure 49. First, the data was extracted from the imaging system and compiled into four dimensional stacks (xyzt). Objects were then identified and thresholded to identify cells across the z-stacks in three dimensions. The mean intensity values for both recorded channels were then calculated and the ratio of Donor/FRET signal was used as the final FRET reading.

![Figure 49 Workflow of Analysis](image)

*Figure 49 Workflow of Analysis* Both MATLAB and Velocity suites were used to analyse data using the above workflow.

The MATLAB approach consisted of a custom written program that manually stacked the images and removed all pixels less than 30% of the average image intensity, removing the background and isolate the objects. Cells were then manually cropped across all z-stacks in a ‘cookie-cutter’ approach and the mean of each three dimensional image stack, minus the background and any over-exposed pixels, was plotted for each ime point.
The Volocity approach made use of the software’s inbuilt object detection system to identify populations of cells and continued to track these objects in three dimensional space to account for cellular movement during imaging or motion artefacts caused by the constant flow of media of the sample. Mean intensities were then automatically calculated and the ratio established as in the previous method.

Both systems have advantages and disadvantages: The MATLAB software allows the user to define specific cells, as can be recognised by boundaries, whereas the Volocity system has difficulty in discerning objects with adjacent boundaries; however, Volocity is much faster than the MATLAB system due to its automatic object recognition.

Both systems were compared on identical image sets and FRET values appeared to have a higher signal to noise ratio, with improved range of samples and accuracy in the Volocity system, and so it was adopted for all analysis.

9.9.3.1 Corrected FRET Values

In order to account for spectral bleedthrough, the corrected FRET method was used from Xia and Liu (2001). This uses samples in which only the donor and only the acceptor fluorophores are expressed to establish coefficients to correct for the leakage and cross-excitation of the acceptor protein from the donor laser.

The following equation is used to calculate a corrected FRET channel ($FRET_{corr}$) for each time point:

$$FRET_{corr} = FRET - B \cdot (CFP) - D \cdot (YFP_{dir})$$

Where FRET is the ratio measured, B is measured using the donor only and recording in both channels and is calculated as FRET/donor. D is calculated as acceptor-only expressing cells being exciting first by the donor laser (IDA) and then by a laser tuned to the excitation spectrum of the acceptor (IAA) and finally IDA/IAA. $YFP_{dir}$ is used to offset any photobleaching (if required) by using a recorded trial of excited acceptor only and then dividing the T0 value by the time point being measured.
9.9.4 FLIM analysis

FRET-FLIM results were imported into FLIMfit, a MATLAB-orientated software written by Sean Warren of the Photonics lab. The software applies the non-linear least square fitting model (Grinvald and Steinberg, 1974) to fit FLIM measurements, by minimising the $\chi^2$ fitting parameter. Data is first input as the raw images acquired from the Beckler & Hickl TCSPC device and is then segmented based on intensity to isolate structures of interest.

An instrument response function (IRF) dataset is loaded into the system, acquired from gold nanorods on the same day as sample imaging. Finally a decay profile is fitted based on either a mono- or bi-exponential curve.

9.9.5 Calcium Imaging Analysis

A custom MATLAB program was written to first load the images acquired as a virtual stack, with the frame rate specified. A box is then drawn around the cell of interest by the user based on an average projection in order to see active neurons throughout the entire image set.

The background is then removed based on a threshold of intensity and the image stack is cropped to isolate the pixel within the region of interest. The pixels are then averaged for each frame and plotted against time.

In order to calculate an approximate interval for regular activity, a fast Fourier transform was carried out and the peak frequency indicated by the GUI output (Figure 50) for the user.

9.9.6 Statistics

Statistical tests were performed with either MATLAB, R or in Excel.

K-means clustering was performed in R using the \textit{kmeans()} function, which takes the matrix of data, number of k-centres as cluster counts, maximum iterations and how many random stets are required. The algorithm of Hartigan and Wong (1979) was used as the default.
One-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc analysis was performed in MATLAB, where the FRET sensor comparison data was stored in a large cell array. This was performed with the MathWorks multiple comparison function, ‘multcompare’, applied to the output from an ‘anova1’ function as follows: 

\[
[p, \text{mainout}, \text{dataoutput}] = \text{anova1}(\text{input}); [\text{comp}, \text{mat}, \text{handle}, \text{names}] = \text{multcompare}(\text{dataoutput}, 'alpha',.01, 'ctype', 'tukey-kramer');
\]

Student’s t-tests were performed in both MATLAB with the ‘ttest2’ function and in Microsoft Excel with the ‘T.TEST’ function. F-tests were also carried out in Excel via ‘F.TEST’ functionality.
This project began with a selection of FRET sensors designed to monitor the activity of cAMP, a ubiquitous second messenger with critical roles in regulating synaptic plasticity, a process important for learning and memory. The use of FRET combined with multiphoton microscopy and FLIM recording permitted the readout of FRET sensors expressed deep within mammalian tissues prepared ex vivo.

Combined with the observations of pre-synaptic remodelling sites in vitro, the compartmentalisation and time course of cAMP activation could be visualised and measured.

**10.1 Microscopy**

In order to successfully record FRET signals from cells, the appropriate imaging system was optimised for each culture and experiment. Confocal imaging provides a high degree of spatial resolution, with flexibility of varying laser lines and PMT tuning parameters, however ultimately lacks the penetration needed to delve into tissue cultures. It also provides a far higher power output, being single-photon in nature, and thus can result in not only photobleaching of fluorescent proteins, but also phototoxic damage to the sample. This was to be minimised as much as possible in neuronal cultures.

Multiphoton systems, with lower energies not only minimise photobleaching, but allow for a far greater degree of depth penetration using the far infrared spectrum. Once tissue cultures were introduced over cell monolayers in this project, 2-photon microscopy became absolutely necessary for resolving deep neurons.

As the culture format changed, so did the microscope. Cell monolayers grown onto glass are excellent for inverted systems, whereby the objective approaches from beneath the sample and imaging takes place directly through the glass and into the adhered cells. This minimises
change in refractive index, as light passes simply from coverslip-matched immersion oil and into the sample.

In tissue, however, the OSCs were not cultured onto glass but rather membranes. While experiments in ‘bridging’ apertures with the membrane to permit inverted viewing were attempted, the main limitation was the inability to continuously submerge the section with imaging solution or add stimulants. After visiting the lab of Professor Ryohei Yasuda (Max Planck Institute Florida), their use of upright microscopes combined with imaging chambers for sections anchored with weights emphasised the need for an upright system for experiments.

The FILM department at Imperial College London provided such a multiphoton, upright system with FLIM detector, allowing for slices to be imaged whilst submerged in a water-based imaging solution, with the appropriate dipping objective lens. For tissue cultures, this allowed extended imaging sessions of samples with adequate hydration as well as straightforward solution exchange.

In order to ascertain morphological data to measure bouton size, high-resolution, 3D scanning was required through the z-axis. Typically, FLIM recordings are only based on single optical planes due to the time constraints in imaging for scanning-based systems (systems utilising more rapid acquisition, such as the Nipkow spinning disc (Adams et al., 2003; Egner et al., 2002) system would negate this), as typically 30-60 seconds of photon collection is required to generate complete lifetime decay profiles. The coupling of multiphoton optical sectioning techniques with constant photon collection throughout the stack therefore allows for not only structural information to be collected, but also an average lifetime of three dimensional structures to be acquired simultaneously.

Drugs were applied via perfusion chamber and micro-dialysis pump. One of the imaging obstacles was the requirement for controllable fluid dynamics for rapid, linear fluid exchange. The custom insert developed and printed not only provided this, but was also capable of
allowing fast switching of samples and was straightforward to clean. With further refinement of the design and possibly with the latest advancements of 3D printing, the system could be improved. One potential issue is the inertness of the plastics. Initially ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) was used due to its higher resistance to impact and warping, however later this was switched to a biodegradable plastic, PLA (polylactic acid) as it is of a more ‘food-safe’ variety and therefore was considered to be less reactive to the imaging solutions (in particular DMSO dilutant). In the time spent in contact with tissues (<1hr), it seems unlikely any effect would be seen in vitro, indeed PLA is now commonplace in medical implants (Jain, 2000).

As a portion of this project revolved around the morphological analysis of boutons, the modern techniques of super-resolution microscopy, surpassing the diffraction limit of light and providing far higher resolution images, were explored as a means of gaining greater insight into synaptic structures. Using structured illumination microscopy (SIM), whereby a grid-like pattern is projected onto the sample and the distortion of the reflected light provides structural information, morphological details were observed beyond the resolution of standard confocal microscopy, such as the individual rings of actin that make up axonal structure (Appendix, Figure 51).

However, when exploring synaptic structures, this technique did not ultimately provide more information than multiphoton imaging, and this, combined with a lack of depth penetration, led to the discontinuation of its use within the project. The future use of other super-resolved modalities that can provide even greater resolution, such as STED or STORM, may provide a higher degree of structural information of interest to combine with FRET recordings.

10.2 FLUORESCENT PROBES AND FRET SENSORS

A selection of FRET probes were made available from the Karl Jalink lab at the start of the project in 2012 (Klarenbeek et al., 2011). These were already a stark advancement on the previous CFP-Epac-YFP sensor that was in general use. The use of an mTurquoise donor
and the Q270E mutation in the EPAC linker allowed for a far higher sensitivity and more robust signal, paramount to the detection of subtle concentration shifts in axons.

Published data from the source did imply the mTurquoise2-EPACQ270E-VenusVenus and GFP-EPAC-mCherry sensors to have highest dynamic ranges and sensitivity, however this was re-iterated to ensure they behaved optimally in neuronal cultures, a unique cell type in mammalian physiology. The reason for both to be of interest initially (as opposed to just the higher-sensitivity of the former) was the low-energy wavelengths required for a red-shifted sensor. This allows for less damage to occur during imaging, however the larger spectral gap between donor and acceptor ultimately appeared to limit its sensitivity, and given that multiphoton imaging already reduces phototoxic/bleaching effects, the blue-yellow pair resulted in the chosen sensor.

Interestingly, the lifetime values for resting cells varied between cell types. In HEK cells, the baseline was seen to be ca. 3400ps, whereas in neurons this was lower at ca. 2700ps. While technical reasons behind this could lie in the different microscopes used with different light sources, this could also suggest a higher concentration of cAMP in resting neurons than in HEK cell. As the neuron is undergoing constant re-shaping and extensive electrical activity, this may upregulate intracellular cascades, elevating cAMP, a messenger relatively high in cell signalling processes. Another explanation could be the sensitivity of neurons to changes in environment and, despite being given time to equilibrate at the imaging station, may have induced cellular activity pathways, again being driven by cAMP synthesis.

As this baseline FRET-FLIM level can alter, depending on resting conditions of different cell types, there is a theoretical maximum FRET change that can be measured for a particular cell type, i.e. the initial lifetime cannot go below that for the resting state of the cell. This could therefore reduce the effective dynamic range with these sensors, and so higher level changes may plateau off due to saturation of the sensor in either its bound or unbound state.
The use of mTurquoise2 as the principal donor fluorophore in this project reflects its prevalence in FLIM studies, being one of the most popular fluorophores to use. As with all fluorescent proteins, there is some level of sensitivity to pH and temperature change (Ishii et al., 2007). While mTurquoise2 is known to be stable and resistant to the environmental differences (Goedhart et al., 2012), it is possible that the lifetime-FRET values could be altered if localised, pH-differing microenvironments were present at the presynaptic boutons. Indeed, the presence of acid-sensing ion channels (ASICs) has been found in neurons for over 30 years (Gruol et al., 1980; Krishtal and Pidoplichko, 1981), with evidence of H⁺-gated currents playing a role in synaptic plasticity (Cooke and Lilley, 2002). This led to the experiment (Figure 46) being repeated with the donor only, thus ruling out any pH-induced changes as differences of lifetime at the boutons even without FRET activity.

10.3 Stimulation

To establish dynamic ranges of sensors, the adenylate cyclase activator, forskolin, was used extensively to invoke an increase in cytoplasmic cAMP. There are, however, a range of drugs commonly used in cAMP manipulation. MDL-12,300A is a popular adenylate cyclase inhibitor, whilst IBMX, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor, prevents the degradation of cAMP. Klarenbeek et al. (2011) made use of IBMX combined with forskolin to produce a maximal response by completely saturating intracellular cAMP in HEK cells. As neurons are particularly prone to chemical imbalance-induced toxicity, such a strong stimulus may have induced uncharacteristic responses in cells. MDL-12,330A was used in HEK cells to provoke a gradual cAMP decrease (see Appendix, Figure 52), however as the aim was to determine the highest sensitivity to positive stimulation, forskolin alone was used. A number of groups have made use of MDL with a membrane-permeable cAMP analog (or rather, EPAC-specific activator), 8-Bromoadenosine 3′,5′-cyclic monophosphate (Kogan et al., 1992; Rossato et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2006). By simultaneously blocking endogenous cAMP production with MDL and submerging cells in known concentrations of 8-Br-cAMP, more precise control of cytoplasmic...
cAMP concentration is obtained, potentially allowing for a direct correlation of known cAMP levels and FRET readout (Boerner et al., 2011). This was attempted with HEK cells in this project, and while it did produce a slight increase in cAMP concentration as evaluated by ratiometric FRET measurements, it proved ineffective against neuronal cell types in tissue. As it has been reported to show increased Epac activity in primary neuronal cultures by other groups (Freund and Palmer, 1996; Ivins et al., 2004), this is most likely due to a lack of penetration of small concentrations of the analog, and thus was not deemed useful in OSC experiments.

Alternative stimulation was considered, drawing on global depolarisation of slices with chemicals such as potassium chloride; as well as electrical stimulation with trains delivered as local fields across the tissue. These approaches are relatively acute however, and so the sustained changes that are required for the relatively slow temporal resolution of the FLIM-FRET system (ca. 60 seconds) were better produced with perfusion of forskolin.

Ultimately, as the project was primarily focussed on endogenous cAMP activity at synaptic sites, stimulation was not required in OSC experiments once the sensor, imaging system and basal synaptic turnover rates had been optimised.

### 10.4 Morphology and Bouton Size

Measurement and recording of synaptic size and intensity has been shown to be strongly correlated to synaptic strength (Cheetham et al., 2014; Grillo et al., 2013; Pierce and Lewin, 1994). By utilising high-resolution, three dimensional scanning of axonal processes, volumetric analysis of boutons can indicate the strengthening, weakening and overall turnover of synapses and neuroplasticity in general. Using EPBscore software, synaptic boutons are routinely measured in the current lab, being tracked over days, weeks and months in both physiological and pathological conditions (Canty et al., 2013a; Canty et al., 2013b; De Paola et al., 2006; Grillo et al., 2013; Song et al., 2016). The software overcomes a major ‘bottleneck’ of synaptic investigations, allowing for a semi-automated method for accurately detecting
subtle changes in synaptic size and therefore strength. Previously, manual measurements would take days of tracing processes by hand, sampling each individual point. This also introduces a human bias component, whereby each dataset can be interpreted slightly differently depending on the individual analysing it. Through the use of automated software, every series of images is objectively quantified, always to the same set of parameters and thus provides a reliable and reproducible comparison between conditions (Song et al., 2015).

Studies of EPBs on an hourly time scale are scarce, given that the changes occurring over a period of several days are far more pronounced, namely in the overall turnover of synapses, with some degree of bouton elimination as well as formation. This project witnessed only those changes happening within the 90 minute imaging window, and without the external stimulation of learning a novel task or sensory manipulation possible in vivo. This suggests that the findings reflect the activity of a basal, intrinsic turnover of synapses, as opposed to the marked response to the acquisition of new memories. However, it is the correlation of synaptic strengthening with cAMP activity that provides insight into the requirements for bouton enlargement, shown to underly LTP and long-term memory.

10.5 cAMP ACTIVITY IS UPREGULATED AT SITES OF PRE-SYNAPTIC ENLARGEMENT

When synapses undergo LTP and a strengthening of their connection between adjoining cells, a large number of intracellular signalling cascades occur on both sides of the synapse. At the pre-synaptic site, the axonal bouton, probability of neurotransmitter release increases as the synapse strengthens. This process involves the packaging of transmitters into vesicles and then the entire docking cycle, involving a plethora of signalling cascades from the binding and recycling of vesicles at the membrane through to the exocytosis into the synaptic cleft.

It has long been known that cAMP plays a crucial role in LTP, primarily via the PKA-dependent pathways (Bolshakov et al., 1997; Chavis et al., 1998; Frey et al., 1993a; Ma et al., 1999; Woo et al., 2003), and also Epac-dependent cascades (Ma et al., 2009; Ostroveanu et al., 2010;
Poser and Storm, 2001). In order to establish the links between cAMP and LTP, most of these studies make use of inhibitors and activators of cAMP itself or its subsidiary signalling proteins, blocking and stimulating individual pathways and observing the end effect on either animal behaviour or neuronal morphology. Whilst this does provide strong evidence for the necessity of cAMP to drive synaptic changes, it lacks the spatial and temporal resolution required to fully comprehend where, when and how it exerts its effects.

After developing the appropriate system, this project has, for the first time, directly observed cAMP dynamics during synaptic size changes on a rapid time scale with strict compartmentalisation.

This suggests the potential requirement for cAMP directly at the site of the presynaptic bouton in order for a strengthening to take place, as opposed to somal activity driving secondary synaptic changes via transcription of transportable proteins. The spatial segregation of cAMP has been noted by several groups (Di Benedetto et al., 2008; Kotaleski and Blackwell, 2010; Steinberg and Brunton, 2001), and the potential mechanisms that could govern this are outlined in Section 3.5. Initially, given cAMP’s solubility and high diffusion coefficient, it was believed that it would diffuse freely throughout the cytosol, however, in the last 40 years, a number of groups reported some degree of confined cAMP activity, especially in cardiac myocytes. Indeed, in an elegant study whereby two halves of a single myocyte were supplied with different drugs, it was seen that cAMP simply could not produce a uniform response throughout single, excitable cells (Jurevicius and Fischmeister, 1996). Since then, FRET has been used to visualise such compartmentalisation in a more direct manner, observing cAMP concentrations in neurons in aplysia (Bacskai et al., 1993), *xenopus* (Gorbunova and Spitzer, 2002) and lobster (Hempel et al., 1996). These studies made use of the early generations of cAMP-FRET sensor, with relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio, only capable of recording wide-ranging signal in large cellular structures. However, this was sufficient to determine that endogenous cAMP does form local microdomains. Interestingly, direct injection of cAMP into cells expressing these sensors apparently overcomes the localising machinery, readily
diffusing throughout the cytosol, indicating a maximum concentration that can be retained at specific sites (Rich et al., 2001b). Hempel et al. (1996) noted a gradient of cAMP concentration, with cAMP synthesis at stimulated sites at the neuronal periphery followed by a diffusion towards the soma, theoretically to induce genetic transcription for the long-lasting changes required to store longterm memory. Improvements in cAMP sensors has allowed for groups to observe these cAMP gradients and rates of diffusion in mammals and at higher spatial resolutions, further confirming this direction of cAMP activity: from stimulated process to neuronal soma on a timescale of several hundred milliseconds (Nikolaev et al., 2004).

This background supports the findings of this project, whereby cAMP synthesis appears upregulated at synaptic sites undergoing enlargement/strengthening. A key difference in this study and those previously mentioned, is the absense of a direct stimulus to provoke adenylyl cyclase activity. This would imply that unlike previous work showing how an artificially induced cAMP transient would propagate throughout the axon or dendrite, endogenous, sporadic strengthening of boutons also invokes a natural production of cAMP at the synapse. With a longer imaging window with perhaps even more sensitive sensors, it may even be possible to visualise the unstimulated establishment of a cAMP gradient from synapse to soma in vitro; or perhaps more interestingly, with an environmentsly-stimulated animal in vivo.

### 10.6 cAMP in Disease

As detailed in section 3.3, a number of neuropsychiatric disorders and diseases present impairments at the synaptic level. As cAMP is recruited in such a wide range of cellular signalling processes, its involvement in such disorders and its subsequent targeting is of logical interest to the field.

Phosphodiesterases are a family of enzymes that degrade the phosphodiester bond in cAMP, depleting it from the cell and consequently mediating cAMP-dependent signalling pathways. Phosphodiesterase inhibitors (including caffeine) have been desirable pharmaceutical agents for several disorders that can be attributed to cyclic nucleotide
dysfunction, including asthma, inflammatory disorders and congestive heart failure (Boswell-Smith et al., 2006; Hanifin et al., 1996; Weiss and Hait, 1977). Of particular interest is their use in the potential treatment of neurological disorders. As it is now well established that cAMP plays such a vital role in the formation of long term memories, several studies have investigated the use of these phosphodiesterase inhibitors as treatments potential for Alzheimer’s Disease (Garcia-Osta et al., 2012), as well as improving cognitive function in general (Richter et al., 2013). These pharmaceutical pathways revolve around the CREB pathway of gene expression, activated via cAMP, and encoding for the proteins required for memory formation. Other neurological disorders including Huntington’s (Fusco and Giampa, 2015) and depression (Ding et al., 2014; Liebenberg et al., 2010; Renau, 2004) have also been extensively studied, with approved and prescribed inhibitors now commonplace for the treatment of depression.

This research into cAMP pathways, especially in relation to memory impairment and dementia is important for our understanding of how such diseases can be treated. By fully understanding where and how cAMP exerts its effects on a synaptic level, new targets and modulators can be synthesised, with minimal side effects elsewhere in the body.
11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

11.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The use of FRET combined with FLIM in a multiphoton system provides an exceptionally powerful tool for investigation of sub-cellular networks and pathways. This project has aimed to combine this with the study of neuroanatomy and the role of cAMP in synaptic plasticity, an important cellular mechanism underlying learning and memory in the mammalian brain.

The imaging system required to achieve this involved extensive testing and optimisation, resulting in the selection of an optimal sensor, transfected via the ideal method into a cultured medium that would allow the best compromise of imaging access and manipulation, while retaining Physiological levels of synaptic turnover and size changes.

This concluded in the use of an mTurquoise2-EPACQ270E-VenusFRET sensor biolistically inserted into cortical neurons in organotypic slice cultures being imaging via 3D-printed perfusion chamber on an upright, multiphoton FLIM imaging setup.

cAMP is an ubiquitous secondary messenger within many mammalian tissues, and lies relatively early in cell signalling pathways, being directly synthesised at the cell membrane upon GPCR (G-protein coupled receptor) activation. At the point of contact between neighbouring neurons, synaptic connections are known to be formed to allow for information to travel between them, comprising the massive neural networks that allow for the storage of information and higher level processing. It has long been established that cAMP plays a conductory role in the strengthening and weakening of synapses, the basis of long term potentiation and depression respectively, as proposed in the Hebbian theory of learning and memory retention. While this role has been studied extensively in whole brain preparations and through the use of knockout and overexpression models, cAMP’s level of compartmentalisation within the synapse has only been hypothesised.
Through the use of the novel imaging methods introduced in this project, micro-environments of cAMP concentration were visualised at the sites of synapses along the axons of neurons. By coupling this reading with the minute structural changes that occur in the ever-rewiring brain, a correlation was observed between higher levels of cAMP at synapses undergoing a strengthening of connection: the very basis of long-term memory formation.

This provides insight into the localised and targeted nature of cAMP, providing the possibility for diagnosis and treatment research into the underlying synaptic impairments at the root of a plethora of neuropsychiatric disorders including dementia, depression, schizophrenia and autistic spectrum disorders.

11.2 Future work

This project involved a great deal of method development and optimisation in order to bring a powerful imaging tool into a neurobiology field. The use of EPAC sensors to study cAMP dynamics in vitro is just one such avenue of research that can be carried out on this system. Other FRET sensors, binding a plethora of signalling molecules and proteins could be transfected into neuronal slices for the study of all manner of processes underlying cell morphology, activity and development.

During imaging sessions, many different morphological structures were observed, including axon growth cones, terminal boutons, dendritic spines, filopodia and somatic changes over time; all of which carry vital roles in the nervous system and are still in need of further study. The ability to achieve a direct readout of sensors clustered within individual compartments that can reflect very specific concentration fluctuations on a timescale of seconds to minutes is a powerful tool in neuroscience. The neuroplasticity and disease lab have perfected the technique of cranial window implantation accompanied with either viral transduction or in utero electroporation of DNA. This could result in a system allowing for the precise recordings of FRET sensors via 2p-FLIM in vivo, a system that could provide enormous potential in
neurological discovery. The added in vivo dimension would also allow for behavioural studies to be combined with measurement of neuronal changes in molecular dynamics, allowing a more endogenous stimulation protocol (such as whisker stimulation) than drug-induced changes.

Furthermore, as mentioned above, some super-resolution microscopy techniques were explored as an avenue for greater yield of morphological information. While FRET-FLIM has yet to be recorded with such a system (mostly due to the challenge of live cell imaging and simultaneous, multi-channel imaging and spatial distribution for ratiometric FRET), there are numerous groups combining, or overlaying, such information with super-resolved images to provide some level of functional data with sub-micron structures (Greco and Verveer, 2011).

The recording from multiple sensors simultaneously is also an option becoming recently more viable (Grant et al., 2008; Kumar et al., 2011). So called ‘multiplexing’ requires the use of fast optics and rapidly tuneable lasers, making it difficult for multiphoton systems without several infrared pulsing lasers and FLIM capture systems. If implemented, this would allow for the readout of multiple sensors for interaction studies between proteins. In this project, such a system would most likely have been combined with calcium imaging (see Appendix 13.1). This would allow for further insight into the neurons displaying the highest changes in cAMP dynamics on a level of calcium activity, a well-established driver of LTP in neuronal transmission (Blitzer et al., 1998a; Wong et al., 1999).

11.3 Closing Remarks

Over the course of this PhD project, scientific method was extensively applied to the objective optimisation of each stage of development. Repeated measures and unbiased quantification allowed for a sensitive, reproducible and efficient system to be developed for the imaging of FRET sensors in deep tissues.
As the Neuroplasticity and Disease lab now possess these established tools, future experiments can commence, thoroughly and comprehensively investigating the chemical computers behind each neuron, shedding new light on the pathways underlying learning and memory and neurological dysfunction.
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13 APPENDICES

13.1 APPENDIX I: IN VIVO CALCIUM ACTIVITY RECORDING

As described in section 3.2, calcium concentration has been shown to play an intrinsic role in the induction of LTP and long term synaptic plasticity. Calcium concentration within neurons has been shown to fluctuate rapidly upon neural activity, tied to depolarisation of the cell during signal transmission (Harvey et al., 2008; Kerr et al., 2000; Sabatini et al., 2002).

In order to monitor calcium transients within neurons, fluorescent-based probes have been developed over the past two decades to allow for the measurement of intracellular concentration over a range of temporal and spatial resolutions, illuminating compartmentalisation and time dynamics (Tian et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2004). These have included FRET sensors (Horikawa et al., 2010; Mank et al., 2008), however until recently the temporal resolution was lacking in elucidating these rapid events.

In 2013 (Chen et al.), a family of ultra-sensitive calcium indicators being developed culminated in the advent of GCaMP6, a reporter capable of producing detectable fluorescent signal upon transient calcium influxes during individual action potentials. The GCaMP protein (Nakai et al., 2001), which has undergone substantial improvement since its creation in 2001, however the mechanism remains the same: a circularly permuted GFP bound to the calcium-binding region of a calmodulin (CaM) protein increases in fluorescence as calcium binds. This allows for live calcium imaging in cells, displaying ‘flashes’ of activity in the green spectrum.

As the Neuroplasticity and Disease group were investigating the implantation of human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) into the murine brain to investigate hallmarks of human neuronal components in vivo, and are utilising this GCaMP6 protein, in vivo 2-photon imaging was used to assess the suitability for a possible combination of cAMP FRET sensor and GCaMP calcium probe.
Mice were injected with neuronally-differentiated iPSCs transfected with the GCaMP6 plasmid and tdTomato into the somatosensory cortex. A cranial window then allowed for long-term, in vivo imaging with 2-photon microscopy. Using the tdTomato channel to identify cells under bright field, 5-10 minute recording windows were then set up at three frames per second on regions of interest.

Images were finally analysed with a custom MATLAB software routine to analyse fluorescent intensity over the time course. An example neuron is show in Figure 50, with the raw images above and the output from the software below. As seen, there is a clear and relatively regular oscillation in the intensity profile, likely correlating with depolarisation events in the integrated neurons.

Figure 50 Calcium activity imaged and quantified from 2-Photon acquisition. Above shows a montage of a neuron activating over 30s, with one frame every 5s. The panels below show the output from the MATLAB software, mapping each peak over time. Finally, a Fourier transformation (bottom right) was used to attempt to identify regular patterns of activity.
While this system did establish a level of calcium activity of implanted human neurons *in vivo*, a technique that could provide massive gains in the study of neuropathologies; the spectra occupied by both the GCaMP and tdTomato proteins make it impossible to add FRET sensor recording in tandem.

However, this technique proves to be of particular interest in future experiments, providing a high temporal and spatial resolution for calcium transients, as well as human neuron studies.

**13.2 Appendix II: Super Resolution Microscopy**

![Super-resolution images of PNCs with a SIM system](image)

*Figure 51 Super-resolution images of PNCs with a SIM system. Actin is stained red, with B3-Tubulin stained in green. The wide-field image is shown on the left, with the super-resolved image on the right. The white arrowhead shows the visible separation of actin rings, reportedly 80nm apart. Scale bar = 1µm.*

Super resolution microscopy, in particular structured illumination microscopy (SIM) was explored during this project as a means of achieving higher resolution to study synaptic size changes. Despite achieving a high degree of spatial resolution, as seen in the figure above, of approximately 80nm, the system lacked in temporal resolution. It could also not appear to bring any greater information to synaptic structures, nor possessed the penetration ability for its use in tissue samples.
13.3 **ADDITIONAL DRUG-INDUCED CHANGES OF cAMP ACTIVITY**

In order to confirm the expected responses from cell preparations, forskolin and MDL-12,330A were added and ratiometric FRET responses were measured, as shown in Figure 52. The forskolin response was as expected, yielding a

![FRET Response in HEK293Ts](image)

*Figure 52 FRET responses for 100µM forskolin and 1mM MDL. HEK293T cells expressing the \( ^{mT}Epac^{YY} \) sensor were imaged with an inverted confocal microscope with a perfusion system for administering solutions. After 2 minutes, 100µM forskolin (FSK) or 1mM MDL was added. Donor and acceptor channel recordings allowed for a ratiometric FRET change to be recorded, representative of cAMP concentration.*
13.4 APPENDIX IV: MATLAB CODE

13.4.1 FRET analysis of cells

\[ n=406; \text{ %number of images} \]
\[ \text{time\_interval}=5.307; \text{ %stack interval} \]
\[ \text{drug1}=11.7; \]
\[ \text{drug2}=24.5; \text{ %time (in mins) when drug was added} \]
\[ \text{thresh\_percentage}=20; \text{ %threshold to take values from, e.g. if 10, only the top 90\% of pixels will be used} \]
\[ \text{sg}=4; \text{ %amount of smoothing in graphs (moving average value)} \]

%Select first image in sequence

%STEP ONE: Get filename for importing a series of images & directory
\[ \text{\%e.g. Pup1\_LH2\_Session\_a\_001\_AVG.jpg to \=imread\("Pup1\_LH3\_b\_num2str\(\%03i\)\_AVG.jpg\")\; %must be in the format of 000,001,002, etc.)} \]
\[ \text{\[name,pathstr\]}=\text{uigetfile\(\"*.jpg\",\"Select first image in the series, e.g. exp3\_t001\_c001.jpg\\); \text{%user selects first file} \]
\[ \text{cd(pathstr); \text{ %set path as the directory with the first image in it (optional)} \]
\[ \text{filename1\_idx}=\text{strfind\(name,\"_t0\"\);} \text{ %finds the number in the filename, position up to \_t0, so e.g. exp3\#} \]
\[ \text{filename1=name\(1:\text{filename1\_idx+1}\);} \text{ %finds the first part of the filename, up to the number, e.g.} \]
\[ \text{str1=['"',filename1,'001','_c001.jpg','"]\; \text{ %creates filename for first image, '001} \]
\[ \text{eval\(\text{[\text{mask\_image}=imread\(str1\)],} \text{ };\}\); \text{ %loads first images as variable 'mask\_image'} \]
\[ \text{[mask,mask\_coords]=imcrop\(mask\_image\);} \text{ %mask\_coords is now the coordinates for the corners of the ROI} \]
\[ \text{close all} \]

%CHANNEL1 - CYAN

\[ \text{for i=1:n \ %change '1:n' to number of files in dir} \]
\[ \text{str1=['"',filename1,num2str\(i\),'.c001.jpg','"]\; \text{ %creates the full filename with 'i' being the number} \]
\[ \text{eval\(\text{[[channel1=max(channel1, [], 3)]\; \text{ %calculates max projection}} \]
\[ \text{channel1=imcrop\(channel1,mask\_coords\)]; \text{ %applies ROI mask}} \]
\[ \text{img\_stack\_c(:,:,i)=channel1; \text{ %records image by image to an image stack end}} \]

%CHANNEL2 - YELLOW

\[ \text{for i=1:n \ %change '1:n' to number of files in dir} \]
\[ \text{str1=['"',filename1,num2str\(i\),'.c002.jpg','"]\; \text{ %creates the full filename with 'i' being the number} \]
\[ \text{eval\(\text{[[channel1=max(channel1, [], 3)]\; \text{ %calculates max projection}} \]
\[ \text{channel1=imcrop\(channel1,mask\_coords\)]; \text{ %applies ROI mask}} \]
\[ \text{img\_stack\_y(:,:,i)=channel1; \text{ %records image by image to an image stack end}} \]

%STAGE 2: Means

\[ \text{sample}\_av=\text{mean2\(img\_stack\_c(:,:,i)\);} \text{ %takes average of first frame} \]
\[ \text{thresh=(sample\_av/100)*thresh\_percentage; \text{ %generates threshold based on a given percentage of these pixels}} \]

for i=1:n
\[ \text{a=img\_stack\_c(:,:,i);} \text{ %removes all values below threshold} \]
\[ \text{idex=find\(a>thresh\);} \]
\[ \text{a=a(idex);} \text{ %removes all values below threshold} \]
\[ \text{av\_values\_c(i)=mean2\(a\);} \text{ %writes mean to averages\_c list} \]
end

for i=1:n
\[ \text{a=img\_stack\_y(:,:,i);} \text{ %removes all values below threshold} \]
\[ \text{idex=find\(a>thresh\);} \]
\[ \text{a=a(idex);} \text{ %removes all values below threshold} \]
\[ \text{av\_values\_y(i)=mean2\(a\);} \text{ %writes mean to averages\_c list} \]
end

%STAGE THREE: RATIO

\[ \text{\%fret\_ratios=av\_values\_y/(av\_values\_y+av\_values\_c);} \text{ %calculates fret ratios for each frame} \]
\[ \text{\%subplot(3,1,2); \text{ %subplots to display average and moving average}} \]
\[ \text{\%plot\(\text{interp\(fret\_ratios\);} \text{ %plots fret ratios over minutes}} \]
\[ \text{\%title('FRET Ratios over Minutes, Scale 0-0.5')} \text{ %adds title to graph} \]
\[ \text{\%moving average} \]
\[ \text{\%plot\(\text{interp\(fret\_ratios\);} \text{ %plots fret ratios over minutes}} \]
\[ \text{\%title('FRET Ratios over Minutes, Moving Average')} \text{ %adds title to graph} \]
\[ \text{\%add drug line} \]
\[ \text{\%add drug line} \]
\[ \text{\%add drug line} \]
\[ \text{end} \]

end
13.4.2 Alignment of multiphoton tiling

%Program to align images using the Prairie Grid acquisition system

%WARNING: All image from the 2P must be turned in to one 8-bit multi-tiff
%using ImageJ first.
[document.name]=uigetfile('*.xml', 'Select the metadata xml file'); %gets the file
system('ren *.xml *.txt'); %renames all files with .xml to .txt
document=[document(1:end-3), 'txt'];
fid=fopen(document);
[f]=fscanf(fid,'%s');

%find x number of tiles
pos=strfind(f,'x number of tiles');
pos1=pos(23);
pos2=pos(24);
x_number=str2num(f(pos1+1:pos2-1));

%find y number of tiles
pos1=pos(25);
pos2=pos(26);
y_number=str2num(f(pos1+1:pos2-1));

%find overlap percentage
pos1=pos(27);
pos2=pos(28);
overlap=str2num(f(pos1+1:pos2-1));

%find z_stack size
z=size(strfind(f,'Cycle00001_'));
z_planes=z(2);
total_images=x_number*y_number;
substack=im_stack(:,:,a:b);
mip(:,:,i)=max(substack,[],3); 
a=a+z_planes;
b=b+z_planes;
end

(px_overlap=512-floor(512/100*overlap));

13.4.3 Alignment of multiphoton axonal tracking

clear all

%Program to align 2P images using their coordinates

%Images must first be made into max projections using imageJ to output to a %sequence of images using the numbering '000,001', etc. This is because %matlab cannot read the raw TIFFs from the 2P system
%Coordinates must be copied to a separate TXT file in order of the image %sequence, i.e. the image no. will not be read %ALSO, coordinates must be in the format (NUMBER,NUMBER) with no other %brackets in the text file.

zoom_factor=150;
%ATTENTION: This is the number of microns in one dimension of a single %image. For z2, this is 150um, for z3 this is 100um.

%STEP ONE: Get filename for importing a series of images & directory
%e.g. Pup1_LH2_Session_a_001_AVG.jpg
%must be in the format of 000,001,002, etc.)
[name,pathstr]=uigetfile('*.tif','Select first image in the series, e.g. Pup1_LH2_a_001.jpg'); %user selects first file

cd(pathstr); %set path as the directory with the first image in it (optional)

info = imfinfo(name);
num_images = numel(info);
for k = 1:num_images
    A = imread(name, k, 'Info', info);
    im_stack(:,:,k)=A;
end

a=1; b=z_planes; %end
for i=1:total_images
    substack=im_stack(:,:,a:b);
    mip(:,:,i)=max(substack,[],3);
    a=a+z_planes;
    b=b+z_planes;
end
px_overlap=512-floor(512/100*overlap);
filename1_idx=strfind(name,'00'); % finds the number in the filename
filename1=name(1:filename1_idx-1); % finds the first part of the filename, up to the number
filename2=name(filename1_idx+3:end); % finds the second part of the filename, after the number

%---------------------------------------------------------------
% STEP TWO: Grab coordinates from within brackets of a text file
document=uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select the file with the coordinates in brackets, in order of image seq. '); % gets the file
fid=fopen(document);
f=fscanf(fid,'%s'); % turns all text into a single string
index_bracket=strfind(f,'('); % finds ( in the string
index_bracket2=strfind(f,')'); % finds ) in the string
[n,m]=size(index_bracket); % m is now how many values there are in the whole document
[n2,m2]=size(f); % m2 is now how many characters there are in the string, f
index_bracket=index_bracket'; % transpose to a list
index_bracket2=index_bracket2'; % transpose to a list
index_bracket=index_bracket+1; % move place to first number inside brackets
index_bracket2=index_bracket2-1; % move place to last number inside brackets

fx=[0 0]; % set variables
fy=[0 0]; % set variables

for i=1:m % change number to starting number of images, as selected in line 21, default = 1
value1=str2num(f(index_bracket(i):index_bracket2(i))); % writes coordinates into var: Value1
co_x=value1(:,1);
co_y=value1(:,2);
fx=[fx,co_x]; % writes separate coordinates to fx or fy
fy=[fy,co_y];
end
fx=fx(3:m+2); % removes pre-allocation
fy=fy(3:m+2); % removes pre-allocation

coords_x=fx; % transpose to list and set as var: coords_x
coords_y=fy;

%---------------------------------------------------------------
% STEP THREE: Convert coordinates to pixels
% i.e. coordinate width & height divided by 512
coord_convert=512/zoom_factor; % this is the number of pixels in one coordinate value, i.e. 512/one length of image in coords. N.b. 150 is only for zoom2x
coords_x=coords_x*coord_convert;
coords_y=coords_y*coord_convert;

% makes zeros matrix of X and Y maximum values, ceiling is because you can't have 0.5 of a pixel
x_max=max(coords_x);
y_max=max(coords_y);

% Text at arbitrary position
text('units','pixels','position',[5 5 size(image,2)-1 size(image,1)-1],'visible','off')

% Extract the cdata
tim2 = tim.cdata;

% Make a mask with the negative of the text
tmask = tim2==0;

% Place white text
% Replace mask pixels with UINT8 max
tmask=tmask(:,:,1);
tim2=tmask(:,:,1);
image(tmask) = uint8(255);
%STEP SIX: Copies images to the coordinates on the total map

j=1;
for i=1:x_number
    eval(['place_img=img_','num2str(i,'%03i'),';'])
    total_map(((coords_y(j))+1):((coords_y(j))+512),((coords_x(j))+1):((coords_x(j))+512))=place_img;
    j=j+1;
end

%Show final image and write to file
imshow(total_map)
if z
    savezoom='complete_z2.tif';
else
    savezoom=['complete_', num2str(zoom_factor), 'z2.tif'];
end
imwrite(total_map,savezoom,'TIF')

13.4.4 Time-Resolved Analysis for GcamP

%Program to analyse TIF files from t-series from GCAMP6 imaging
%Aims:
%import files, to time stack, mask pixels based on activity/excl.
%plot intensity over time
%FFT pattern recognition
%quantitative - activity value for neuron
%potential to measure red channel
%export to video

clear all
close all

%set frames per second
fps=input('what FPS was used? ');
fps=fps/2;
disp('Select Images...')

%STEP ONE: loads images named '00#.jpg', where # is the number of images. Saves these as 'img_00#' sequentially

%STEP TWO: imports files

%STEP THREE: time stacks

%STEP FOUR: imports and masks pixels

%STEP FIVE: threshold pixels to remove background (based on average intensity px)

%STEP SIX: copies images to the coordinates on the total map

%STEP SEVEN: shows final image and writes to file

%STEP EIGHT: displays average image for crop and video to check activity

%STEP NINE: replaces all pixels with a mean over with 0

%STEP TEN: displays average image for crop and video to check activity

%STEP ELEVEN: displays average image for crop and video to check activity

%STEP TWELVE: displays average image for crop and video to check activity
%crop stack to mask + average of each img
for i=1:length(filelist)

img_cropped(:,:,i)=imcrop(img_thresholded(:,:,i),mask_coo-

% take single image for...
% remove thresholded 0s from single image for mean
z=z(double(z));
variances(i)=var(z);
%mean(i)=mean2(img_thresholded(:,:,i));
end

z=img_cropped(:,:,i); %take single image for...
z(z==0)=[]; %remove thresholded 0s from single image for mean
means(i)=mean2(z);

z=double(z);
variance=

%means(i)=mean2(img_thresholded(:,:,i));

end

mean calculated

x=1000/fps; %each frame in s
figresults=figure('name',name(1:end-
=

xaxis=x/1000;
subplot(2,2,1)
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0,'Screensize')); % Maximize figure.
title('Mean intensity over time')
xlabel('Time (s)')
subplot (2,2,2)
plot(xaxis,smooth(means, 8, 'moving'), 'r' )
title('Moving average of mean intensity over time')

x-axis to display title
mTextBox = uicontrol('style','text');
figPosition = get(figresults,'Position');
y=figPosition(4)-30;
set(mTextBox,'String',name(1:end-30),'Position',[200 y 400

%title('Moving average of mean intensity over time')

%show variances
%subplot(2,2,3)
%plot(xaxis,variances)
%title('Variance over time')

%show mini montage
j=1;
cropsize=size(img_cropped);
imgresh=reshape(img_cropped,cropsize(1),cropsize(2),

for i = 1:20:length(filelist)
imgmont(:,:,i)=imgresh(:,:,i);
j=j+1;
end
imgmont = uint8(255*mat2gray(imgmont));
subplot(2,2,3)
title('Montage of every 20th image')

%FFT analysis

x=x/1000;
Y = fft(means);
Y(1) = [];

n = length(Y);
power = abs(Y(1:floor(n/2))).^2;
nyquist = 1/2;
freq = (1:n/2)/(n/2)*nyquist;
period=x/freq;
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(period(1:20),power(1:20))
xlabel('Frequency')
title('Fourier Transform')
hold on;
index = find(power == max(power));
if period(index) > (length(filelist)/fps)-5
sorted=sort(power);
find_index=sorted([end-1])
index = find(power==find_index);
end

default maxfreq=period(index);
mainPeriodStr = num2str(period(index));
plot(period(index),power(index),r', 'MarkerSize',25);
text(period(index)+2,power(index),['Most frequent event every ',mainPeriodStr,' seconds']);
hold off;

%write analysis

filenamexls=[filename1,'.xls'];
smoothmeans=smooth(means, 8, 'moving');
xlsdataheaders=['Time', 'Average', 'Smooth Average', 'FFT Peak', 'FPS'];
for i=1:length(means)
xlsdata_numbers(:,i)=xaxis(i),means(i),smoothmeans(i),mas

end

xlsdata_numbers= num2cell(xlsdata_numbers);
xls_export=[xlsdataheaders;xlsdata_numbers];
xlswrite(filenamexls,xls_export)